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Welcome 
 

 

In the Name of Allah…the most Compassionate, the most Merciful 
 

Praise be to Allah… and peace be upon our prophet Mohamed, Dear students, 

Salamu Alikum… and welcome to University of Dammam. In the beginning, I 

heartily welcome you to the college of nursing which will definitely embrace you 

with its staff and educational resources. 

My dear students… You are the cornerstone of this civilized nation, so do your best 

as your country awaits for your efforts. Always exert unprecedented efforts to be 

distinguished ones. If you depend on Allah, any obstacle on your path to success will 

be diminished. May Allah be with us all. 

In so many ways the profession of nursing touches people’s lives and profoundly 

impacts the wellbeing of our communities, our nation and beyond. Nursing is a 

great future just waiting for you to join! 

This Student Handbook has been developed as a reference for the nursing students 
 

to introduce them to the program’s philosophy, objectives, practice standards, 

policies and procedures. 

This student handbook will provide you with comprehensive information on rules 

and  regulations  related  to  your  academic  and  student  life  in  the  college.  All 

students who are enrolled in the program should receive a copy of this handbook 

and are held accountable for its contents. We wish our students all success. 
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Introduction 

 
Nursing is not a profession as much as it is a message, and not just a job as much 

energy  for  the  learner  to  be  ready  for  self-denial  as  it  is  one  of  the  highest 

professions which have been known for human being. Nursing is considered one of 

main occupations in health care system. It was indicated by the World Health 

Organization that nursing is one of the activities of the basic health contribute to 

improve human health. It is a profession based on scientific grounds, specialized 

knowledge and skills, which included a set of principles, derived from the health 

and behavioral sciences and specialized nursing science. It governed by etiquette 

and special laws to regulate working and practice nursing. 

In order to meet the Saudi Arabian society need for nurses with a high level of 
 

knowledge beside technical excellence and to keep up with the successive changes in 

health field at local, regional and global level, as well as commitment from the 

University  of  Dammam  in  achieving  its  mission  of  excellence  and  community 

service. 
 

Historical Overview of the College of Nursing 
 

The College of Nursing was established as a department in 1989 (1409-1410 Hijri) 

by King Faisal University under the Academic Department of the College of 

Medicine and Medical Sciences. This department initiated the first BSc program in 

nursing which had the first six female graduates in 1994, in the Eastern Province of 

the Kingdom. 

When King Faisal University realised the scarcity of qualified Saudi nurses, they 
 

urged  for  the  establishment  of  a  College  for  Nursing.  The  meetings  held  on 
 

2/11/1423H   by   the   Supreme   University   Council   decided   to   transform   the 

Department of Nursing into a College. This decision was supported by the Council 

of  Ministers  and  approved  by   the  Royal  Decree  Number  7/B/45888  dated 

23/11/1423H; therefore the first College of Nursing in the Eastern Province of the 



 

 

 

Kingdom was established. The college of Nursing includes three academic 

departments:   Fundamental   of   Nursing,   Community   Nursing   and   Nursing 

Education. 

College of Nursing lunched master’s in clinical nursing science program in 2008 in 

the following specialities: Critical Care Nursing, Obstetrics and Gynaecology 

Nursing, Paediatrics Nursing, Psychiatric and Mental Health Nursing and Medical 

Surgical Nursing. Additionally, College of Nursing offers parallel bridging program 

for diploma nurses to upgrade their degree to BScN. This program was first opened 

for female in 2013 and for male 2014. The College of Nursing was established with 

female branch only, in 2011 male section was opened. 

 

 
 
 

 
Vision 

College of Nursing: Vision, Mission, & Values 

 

Be the leading College of Nursing in Saudi Arabia and in the region, as well as be 

recognized nationally and internationally for excellence in education, research and 

community service. 

Mission 
 

 To develop nursing leaders for professional practice, with effective community 

corporations and research in diverse settings for the welfare of the people of Saudi 

Arabia and beyond, based on Islamic values and ethical aspects of the nursing 

profession. 

Values 



 

 

 

 
1. Comply with and incorporate Islamic and community beliefs with the ethics of the 

profession. 

2. Demonstrate appreciation and respect. 

3. Quality performance. 

4. Development of confidence. 

5. Transparency. 

6. Pursuit of self-education. 

7. Cooperation, participation and forgiveness 

 

 

Academic Programs 
 

The  College  of  Nursing  at  University  of  Dammam  offers  two educational 

programs in nursing, as follows: 

 

 

 

Academic Programs 

Undergraduate Program: 

Bachelor of Science in 

Nursing 

Postgraduate Program:  

Master in Clinical 

Nursing 



 

 

 

 
 

Vision 

 

Vision, Mission, Goals and Values of Undergraduate Program 

 

To be an innovative cornerstone of nursing education nationally, regionally; and 

internationally through the use of technology within a caring context. 

Mission 
 

To offer dynamic, comprehensive and innovative educational experience that will 

enable students to expand their nursing knowledge and enhance their professional 

skills to meet the health care needs of the community within the context of Islamic 

culture, beliefs and values. 

Goals of the Undergraduate Nursing Program 
 

   Provide  quality  education  in  nursing  to  graduate  Saudi  nurses  with  high 

scientific and clinical competencies. 

   Utilize concepts from humanities and behavioral sciences in nursing practice. 

   Practice legal and ethical standards in nursing profession. 

   Develop professional knowledge and practice through problem-solving approach 

and evidence-based learning. 

   Utilize electronic administration and health information resources. 

   Apply leadership and managerial skills to attain quality care. 

   Focus on the commitment to the principle of “lifelong learning”. 
 

Values 
 

   Complying with religious and community Islamic belief and ethics of the 

profession. 

   Develop Confidence. 
 

   Transparency. 
 

   Pursuit of self-education 
 

   Cooperation, Participation and Forgiveness. 



 

 

Undergraduate Nursing Curriculum 
 
 
 

The  curriculum  of  the  Bachelor  of  Science  in  Nursing,  at  the  University  of 

Imam Abdulrahman Bin Faisal University, is distinguished by its 

comprehensiveness and objectivity. It has been reviewed  in  a  scientific  and  

methodical  way  to  match  accredited  curricula  in International Universities, 

academic developments and applications to meet the requirements  of  the  

NCAAA.  The  curriculum  deals  with  the  health  problems peculiar to the Saudi 

Community, so as to avail for potential employer’s graduates possessing scientific  

and practical skills that have been improved academically.  

Program Requirements: Descriptions of Program & Course Requirements 

and Regulations: 

Program Description: 
 

The Bachelor Degree of Nursing Program is four years in length, preparatory 

year then three consecutive years followed by field work internship of one year.  135 

credit hours are allotted for the program (32 credit hours for the preparatory year 

and 103 credit hours for the three years). The credit hours allocated for each 

semester  ranges  from  15-18.    After  successful  completion  of  the  4  years,  the 

students must spend 52 weeks for hospital based internship period. 

Program Goals: 
 

1.  Provide quality education in nursing to graduate Saudi nurses with high 

scientific and clinical competencies. 

2.  Utilize concepts from humanities and behavioural sciences in nursing 

practice. 

3.  Practice legal and ethical standards in nursing profession. 
 

4.  Develop professional knowledge and practice through problem-solving  

approach and evidence-based learning. 

5.  Utilize electronic administration and health information resources. 

 
6.  Apply leadership and managerial skills to attain quality care. 
 
7.  Focus on the commitment to the principle of “lifelong learning”. 

 
 

 

 



 

 

 • Hold Saudi nationality.  

• Have Saudi high school certificate, science or its equivalent. 

• Not have exceeded two years from the date of graduation from the high school. 

• Be of good behavior and conduct. 

 

Program Requirements: 

Preparatory Year Regulations 

This year is a prerequisite for all freshmen students who apply for Health 

Colleges. It includes two semesters which can be extended to a third one if a student 

wants to re-take a course in the summer semester in order to fulfil the preparatory 

year’s prerequisites. Students are accepted in the University (On-campus colleges) 

in the following majors: 

• Medical Colleges: College of Medicine, College of Dentistry, College of Applied 
 

Medical Sciences, College of Nursing, College of Clinical Pharmacy. 
 

Requirements to join Nursing College: 
 

a) The student must pass all the courses in the preparatory year. 
 

b) A GPA not less than 3 out of 5 at the end of the preparatory year. 

c) Priority is offered to students according to GPA. 

d) If a student did not pass  the preparatory year courses in at least two semesters 

and at most an extra summer semester, his/her admission will not be completed, 

and will be given an academic transcript for the courses they sat for. The 

Deanship of Admission and Registration can then transfer the student to another 

college that does not require a preparatory year, putting into its consideration the 

student’s GPA as well as the availability. 

Admission Requirement: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

• Pass the professional health assessment. 
 

• Pass the examination of the national center for assessment. 
 

• Pass the Preparatory year health tract 
 
 
 

Registration Rules: 
 

• Registration is mandatory for all enrolled students who intend to continue their 

studies in the University. 

• The student register according to a time table announced each semester 

• Students should check their registration and can make any changes if necessary 

during the designated period. It should be noted that only the student himself 

can  do  the  registration  confirmation.  Necessary  action  will  be   taken  if 

registration is confirmed by someone other than the student himself. 

• Courses  and  the  term  will  be  dropped  for  those  students  who  fail  to  do 

registration confirmation either through the people soft or through the late 

registration information desk 

• students are fully responsible for their registration 

• The student has to pass successfully in one level in order to be upgraded to the 

next level. 

• The student may re-enroll in some failed courses at its next offering. 

• The student is not allowed to study any given course more than four times. 

• Failures in any nursing course are not allowed to be enrolled in the next level. 

 



 

 

 

Program Requirements: Consistency with National Qualification Framework (NQF) 
 

 

1.  Award granted on completion of the program: Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
 

(BSc N) 
 

2.  Total credit hours needed for completion of the program: 135 credit hours 
 

a)  32 credit hours are allocated for the preparatory year and 103 credit hours 

for the Program. 

b)  The number of credits per semester ranges between 15 to 18 credit hours 
 
 

c)  Following  successful  completion  of  the  four  years  in  the  undergraduate 

Nursing program, the student must spend 52 weeks of hospital based 

internship period. 

 

3.  Program learning outcomes were developed in all of the required domains of 
 

Learning 

 
 

Domains of 

Learning 

 

Program learning outcomes 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

A - Knowledge 

A.1 Define competent and culturally sensitive nursing services in 

response   to   changing   needs   of   the   society   and   according   to 

prevailing legal and ethical standards. 

A.2  Describe  how  specific  environments,  socio-political,  cultural, 

and   historical   conditions   affect   health   behavior,   professional 

practice and public policy. 

A.3 Outline etiology, clinical picture, diagnosis, complications and 

nursing management of health problems affecting patients with 

different age groups. 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
B - Cognitive 

B.1 Use critical thinking, problem solving and scientific inquiry in 

the practice of nursing and in monitoring and ensuring quality of 

health care practice. 

B.2  Explain  nursing  knowledge  and  skills  to  the  clients  and 

families  in order  to maintain  and  promote  health  and  wellbeing 

and provide care and support during illness.  

B.3 Develop  different  approaches  to assess, protect, and promote 

health of the community. 

 

 
C- Interpersonal 

Skills & 

Responsibility 

C.1 Show collaboration  with other health professionals  to provide 

culturally sensitive nursing care. 

C.2   Demonstrate   ethically   related   nursing   practice   to   meet 

challenges produced by ongoing changes in the provision of 

healthcare. 

 

 
D- 

Communication, 

Information 

Technology & 

Numerical Skills 

 

D.1 Demonstrate effective communication with clients, family and 

health professionals. 

D.2 Illustrate competent participation in the preventive, curative, 

rehabilitative and supportive services. 

 

D.3 Interpret reliable health data using modern technology. 

 

 
E - Psychomotor 

E.1 Perform the standards of nursing practice according to the 

National  League  for Nursing,  Saudi  Commission  of Health 

Specialties and the National Qualifications Framework. 

 

E.2  Demonstrate  standard  nursing  care  by  utilizing  theory  & 

evidence based nursing interventions. 



 

 

 

 
 

4.  Methods to assess the level of achievement of learning outcomes: 
 

a)  Program  evaluation  is  done  by  the  graduates  of  the  program  through 

conducting Program evaluation survey (PES) annually 

b)  External evaluators assessed the undergraduate curriculum 
 

c)  External  examiners  assess  the  learning  outcomes  through  assessing  the 

written examination and other assessment tasks of some nursing courses. 

d)  Employer satisfaction survey 
 

 
 

Pre-licensure students for the BSN degree must have abilities and 

skills in the following four areas: 

 

communication, observation, motor function and endurance, and behavioral. 

Reasonable accommodations may be made for some disabilities. However, pre- 

licensure BSN students must be able to perform in a reasonably independent 

manner, with or without accommodations. 

1. Communication 
 

Nursing students must be able to communicate effectively with patients, families, 

and members of the healthcare team through oral, written, and interpersonal 

means. 

Nursing students must be able to obtain information, describe patient situations, 

and perceive both oral and non-verbal communication: including ability to 

understand normal speech without seeing the speaker’s face. 

Nursing students must be able to speak, comprehend, read, and write in English at 
 

a level that meets the need for accurate, clear, and effective communication. 

Examples include but are not limited to: giving clear oral reports, reading watches or 

clocks with second hands, reading graphs, reading and understanding documents 



 

 

printed in English, writing legibly in English, discriminating subtle differences in 

medical terminology. 

Observation 
 

Nursing students must be able to observe a patient accurately. Examples include 

but are not limited to listening to heart and breathe sounds; visualizing the 

appearance of a surgical wound; detecting bleeding, unresponsiveness or other 

changes in patient status; detecting the presence of foul odor; and palpating an 

abdomen. 

Nursing students must be able to detect and respond to emergency situations, 
 

including audible alarms (e.g., monitors, call bells, fire alarms). 
 

Motor function 
 

Nursing students must have sufficient strength and mobility to work effectively and 

safely with patients and carry out related nursing care. Nursing students must be 

able to complete assigned periods of clinical practice, including up to 6 hour shifts 

(including days, evenings, nights, weekends) 

Nursing students must be able to respond at a speed sufficient to carry out patient 

assignments within the allotted time. 

Behavioral 
 

Nursing students must possess mental and emotional health required for total 

utilization of intellectual abilities. 

Nursing students must be able to tolerate physically demanding workloads. Nursing 

students must be able to respond and function effectively during stressful 

situations. 

Nursing students must be capable of adapting to rapidly changing environments, 
 

and respond with flexibility in uncertain situations. Nursing students must be able 

to interact appropriately with others; patients, families, members of healthcare team 

in various healthcare contexts. 



 

 

Physical Requirement in Clinical Setting 
 

Students must be able to meet all technical and professional standards in order to 

attend classes/lab/clinical. Clinical partners may have additional or partner- 

specific technical standards, which take precedence over the nursing program 

technical standards. In such instances, the program will attempt to provide a 

comparable alternative learning experience but if that is not possible, students may 

not be able to progress in the program or complete program requirements. 

Students' Health Policies prior to enrollment 
 

Nursing focuses on prevention and promotion of health. Prior to enrollment in the 

first nursing course, students will be informed of the College of Nursing health 

policies. 

•  Physical examination must be completed by a licensed physician upon 

admission to the nursing program and upon re-entry after an absence of over a 

year. 

•  Documented evidence of Rubella immunity, Rubeola immunity, and Hepatitis 

B, and/or Hepatitis titer as well as Vercelli immunity is a one-time 

requirement due upon admission to the program. 

• Evidence of negative PPD every year or chest film every 3 years is required at 

the beginning of each year. 

• A second PPD is also required before attending all clinical facilities. 
 

•  A student with a health condition that may have safety consideration, i.e. 

diabetes, pregnancy, seizure disorder, infectious disease, emotional problem, 

etc., must notify the clinical instructor so that assignment modification may 

be made as necessary. 

•  All data of the previously mentioned health status must be kept current and 

on file in the College of Nursing, KFU Student Health Services. 

• Each clinical instructor will verify currency of student records prior to 



 

 

allowing participation in clinical practices. 

• The student has the responsibility of disclosing any temporary medical 

condition, which may hamper their ability to perform the essential 

performance standards. 

• A written medical release from their health care practitioner is required and 

must be submitted to the Nursing College prior to returning to the clinical 

area. 

• All students will receive instructions on Standard Precautions/ Universal 

 

Precautions Prior to contact with patients in clinical settings. 
 

• The students have an ethical duty to report, to their clinical instructor, any 

order to carry out necessary procedures. 

 

•  Cost associated with emergency treatment of injuries to  students that occur 

in the clinical facility will be  covered by  the College. 



 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

Orientation Program Policy 
 

The College will provide an orientation program designed to welcome students to 

college life at the institution and to introduce them to the important aspects of the 

institution’s operations, other new students and academic and administrative staff. 

All students enrolled in the Nursing program are required to participate in the 

College’s New Student Orientation Program prior to the commencement of 

academic year. 

Purpose 
 

The purpose of the New Students Orientation Policy is to establish an orientation 

program for the new students that describe the College/University’s policies & 

procedures, rules & regulations and expectations to enhance the student’s 

experience. 

Responsibility 
 

1. All new students: responsible to know possibly everything about the institution 

and the program. 

2. Vice Dean for Academic Affairs: responsible for effective execution of the 

orientation program at the College. 

3. Registrar: responsible for coordinating activities for an effective delivery of 
 

orientation program. 
 
 

• Departmental Heads: responsible for providing information about courses of 

their department. 

5. Dean of Student Affairs-UoD: will have the responsibility of introducing 
 

new students to the university activities and student clubs. 
 

• Dean of Admission and Registration Deanship-UoD: will have the 

responsibility of defining services offered by the deanship. 



 

 

 

The designated faculty / staff: will have the responsibility of introducing new 

students to the campus life and its available services. 

• Dean of Library Affairs-UoD: will have the responsibility of introducing new 

students to the library services. 

• Director of Information Technology Center- UoD: will have the responsibility 

of introducing new students to the Information Technology Services for 

students or the IT system used in the collage. 

• Director of Security-UoD: will have the responsibility of explaining the 

definition of statutory procedures, traffic and security needed by students 

• Designated faculty: will deliver lecture on the factors contributing to 

achievement and good adaptation to Undergraduate. 

• Designated faculty: will deliver lecture on effective teaching. 
 

• Director of Center for Student Counseling and Guidance-UoD: will have the 

responsibility of explaining the students’ need for counseling, counseling 

procedures and services rendered by the counseling center of the University. 

• Director of the Centre for English Language Programs-UoD: will deliver 

lecture on the importance of and program for common and professional 

English learning. 

 
Definition 

 

1. Orientation: is a series of academic and social activities that are conducted to 

assist students to connect to their program and the Institution. 

2. ‘O’ Week: is the week immediately preceding Week One of the standard teaching 

semester. ‘O’ Week provides an opportunity for students to become familiar with the 

College and facilities by participating in course introductory sessions and various 

skilling and information programs. It also enables students to collect course 

outlines and address enrolment, timetabling and administrative matters prior to 



 

 

 

the start of the first teaching week. 
 

3. A Re-enrolling student: is any student who is continuing in the same course of 

study. 

4. Transition: is conducted at many levels across the College and students are 

considered to be in transition upon entering the College/course, moving from 

semester to semester and upon graduation. 

5. A Course Outline: inform students of the essential requirements of a course being 
 

studied. 
 
 



 

 

BScN STUDY PLAN 

 
 



 

 

 

INTERNSHIP 

Internship Year 

 
After a successful completion of all academic requirements, the students have 

to do one year (52 weeks) of internship. This period enables the student to 

enhance one’s practical experience. The student spends this period in KFHU in 

Al Khobar, and other hospital approved for training as they provide suitable 

training facilities to cover all objectives of the internship program. 

 

Training includes applied clinical practice in all nursing specialities that have 

been studied during the four years in College. In addition, this period enables 

the graduate to choose two nursing specialities that meet one’s inclinations. 

 

The  training  period  lasts  12  continuous  months  during  which  the  trainee 

remains under supervision of Hospital Nursing staff and Faculty of the College 

of  Nursing.  Training  is  for  5  days  per  week  (Saturday  to  Wednesday).  No 

vacation is allowed during the internship period. The concerned Vice Dean can 

consider the need for an emergency leave on the recommendation of the 

department to which the intern is attached, and for not more than two weeks. 

 

Actual practical training period is 52 weeks 40 hours per week, 

distributed as follows: 

 
 

Training Area 
Duration of 

 

Training 

 

Training Area 
Duration of 

 

Training 

 

Orientation 2 weeks Medicine 6 weeks 

Surgery 6 weeks Pediatric 8 weeks 

Obstetrics and 8 weeks Nursing 8 weeks 



 

 

 

 gynecology  Management   

Area of choice 7+7 weeks 

The intern spends 40 hours per week in each of the above 
 

Department/Unit. 

(Key words: Pract. =Practical, Lect.= Lecture, Tot.=Total, Hrs.=Hours) 
 

 
 
 

The program is divided into 8 levels (Semesters), 2 levels in the preparatory year and 

the rest for fulfilling the College of Nursing requirements, progressing from basic skills 

such as communication skills, fundamental skills and knowledge to more complex skills 

and knowledge at Level VIII of the program. Course objectives clearly demonstrate this 

increasing complexity at each level. 

Some courses have prerequisites; in order to register in such courses the student 
 

should pass the prerequisites for these courses. 
 

Students cannot pass from level to level if they did not succeed in a nursing course 

following the prerequisites. 

Following successful completion of the four years in the undergraduate nursing 

program, the student must spend 52 weeks of hospital based internship period. 
 

 

College of Nursing – Clinical Training 
 
 
 

Clinical Agencies: 

Clinical Hours 

The student is expected to remain at the clinical agency/organization/facility 

for the entire period assigned. Student should not expect to run personal 

errands or otherwise leave the clinical site during scheduled meal times or 

breaks. Emergency requests may be granted at the discretion of the course 



 

 

 

faculty/instructor and no student shall leave the clinical site without 

instructor’s notification and approval prior to leaving. If a student 

leaves the clinical area or lab without excuse, she/he shall be 

considered absent for this day. If repeated more than three times, 

student shall not be allowed to attend the examination and will be 

considered as fail in that course. 

Students enrolled in the nursing program are trained regularly in different 
 

departments of King Fahd University Hospital. Other accredited agencies 

available for students’ training are: 

▪  FAMCO 
 

▪  National Guard Centers 
 

▪ National Guard Schools 
 

▪  El Amal Mental Health Hospital 
 

▪  King Fahd Specialty Hospital 
 

▪  Elkhobar government Hospital 
 

▪  King Abelaziz national Guard Hospital 
 

▪  Dammam Maternity and Pediatric Hospital 
 

▪  Jameyat Fatat Al-Khalig 
 

▪  Al Faisalia Nursing School 
 

▪  King Fahd University Hospital 
 

Student’s Expectations at Clinical site 
 

▪ Transportation to different clinical agencies is the College 

responsibility for female students. 

▪ Pre- clinical preparation is expected of all students. 
 

▪ Frequent absenteeism will result in counseling by nursing faculty. 

Possible failure in the course may occur. 



 

 

▪ Students are permitted to provide direct patient care only is the 

presence of her clinical instructor. 

▪ Avoid bringing extra books, backpacks, purses, etc..., into the hospital. 
 

Storage space is limited, and it is not safe to leave valuables on the unit. 
 

▪ At the nurses’ station, students are only expected to be collecting 

patient data, reading a chart/ charting, or consulting with the 

instructor. 

▪ Any discussion about a patient is to be of professional nature and 

is to be held only during clinical teaching time or with those who 

are directly concerned with patient’s care. 

▪ Eating and drinking coffee are doing in designated areas of the hospital only. 
 

▪ Breaks are planned around the prayer time. 
 

▪ Remember that your priority is to your assigned patient, but 

assisting other patients and hospital staff is also a learning 

experience. 

▪ Charting is different at each hospital. Students are expected to familiarize 
 

themselves with each hospital’s method and have the 

instructor check charting when in a new area. 

▪ A student must inform the clinical instructor if she must leave the clinical 
 

agency prior to the time scheduled. 
 

 
 

 

Clinical Skills Laboratories 
 

In addition to the real places of clinical training, the College of Nursing has 

made a priority out of providing it’s students with Clinical Skill 

Laboratories equipped with the latest in state of the art technology designed 

to reproduce realistic practice settings, including the basic hospital unit, 



 

 

critical care unit, maternal and normal delivery suite, pediatric unit, 

neonatal nursery, home care facility, as well as a highly equipped computer 

laboratory to enforce computer skills and the practice of nursing 

informatics. 

Layout of the Clinical Skill 

Labs: 

The clinical skill labs occupy the first floor of the C3 building in the college of 

Nursing. The labs offer facilities to practice and learn a wide range of nursing skills 

in a safe non-threatening environment. 

The clinical skill laboratories include: 
 

1.  Nursing skill labs 
 

2.  Non – nursing skill labs 
 

Nursing Skill Laboratories: 
 

§  Home care skill laboratory 
 

§  Critical care skill labs (1 & 2) 
 

§  Fundamentals of nursing skill lab 
 

§  Medical – Surgical nursing skill lab 
 

§  Obstetrics & gynecology skill lab 
 

§  Pediatric nursing skill lab 
 

§  Neonatal skill lab 
 

§  Emergency care lab 
 

§  Operating room 
 

Non – Nursing Skill Labs: 
 

§  Computer lab 
 

§  Computer & E- learning lab 
 

§  Research lab 



 

 

 

Student’s Demands for Instructor's Support and Guidance 
 

▪ Whenever you do something for the first time in the hospital. 
 

▪  When you are not perfectly clear on what to do or how to do it. 
 

▪  For anything to do with IVs, even though you passes skills check lists. 
 

▪  Every time you give medications. 
 

▪  Whenever you do sterile, intrusive, and/ or diagnostic procedure. 
 

▪  When you are getting behind in your assignment and feel you will not finish on 

time. 

▪  When you finish everything and have nothing to do. 
 

▪  If anything unsafe happens to your patient. 
 

▪ If you are having any difficulty with the nursing staff. 
 

▪  If you injure yourself in any way (i.e. needle puncture, back strain 



 

 

 

Postgraduate Nursing Program 

 
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is currently witnessing fast, continuous and 

comprehensive developments based on Sciences and Technology. This has been 

reflected in Nursing Sciences and Education. To catch up with these developments, 

it is necessary to train and qualify professionals who are highly competent and 

capable of providing high quality nursing services to Saudi nationals in the 

Kingdom. 

The aim  of  the Higher Studies Programs is to  train nurses who are clinically 
 

specialized, quality faculty members researchers and  administrators with 

leadership who are capable to develop and execute new ideas utilizing education 

and administration tools. 

Program Outcomes 
 

The graduate will be: 
 

1.  Capable of providing high quality nursing services based on use of evidence and 

proofs. 

2.  Highly trained and skilled to carry out his/her academic and administrative 
 

roles. 
 

3.  To prepare clinical nurse specialists and  administrators who are  capable  of 

assuming teaching role in different nursing specialties in the college. 

4.  To prepare nurse specialists to be well trained and highly skillful in assume 

leadership and academic role. 

5.  To prepare nurse specialists who are capable of developing and guiding nursing 

research in different nursing specialties. 

6.  To  utilize  optimally  physical  and  human  resources  of  the  Faculty  and  the 
 

Dammam University 
 

7.  Capable of carrying out scientific research in the nursing field so as to enrich our 



 

 

knowledge. 
 

Based on the above perspectives, the College of Nursing, University of 
 

Dammam has started to offer the following programs: 
 

1.  Master of Science in Clinical Nursing - Medical Surgical Nursing 
 

2.  Master of Science in Clinical Nursing - Critical Care Nursing 
 

3.  Master of Science in Clinical Nursing – Obstetrics and Gynecologic Nursing 
 

4.  Master of Science in Clinical Nursing – Pediatric Nursing 
 

5.  Master in Clinical Nursing Science - Psychiatric & Mental Health Nursing 
 

Admission Requirements 
 

 

1.  Have a “very good” in bachelor degree or High Diploma degree in nursing. 
 

2.  Have a minimum grade of “very good” in the area of specialty. 
 

3.  Be enrolled as a full-time student. 
 

4.  Demonstrate English language proficiency in personal interview or by passing 

a written admission examination. 

5.  Have  a  minimum of  two  years clinical experience in Nursing including the 
 

Internship Program. 
 

6.  Provide a letter of support for their studies from their employer and two letters 

of recommendation to be sent directly to the Director of the Program. 

7.  Be physically fit. 
 

8.  Have a current license for nursing practice. 
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Registration: Registration Steps  
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1.  Go to Students Information System:  Use1name: University ID Password:  ID. 
 

2.  Self Service & Student Center 
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3.  Class Search & Choose the desired term and click “search” 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Choose the desired course by clicking on “select term” 



 

 

 
 

 
 

Click on “next element” 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Course has been added to shopping cart 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 

6.  To confirm registration, you must go to shopping cart 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. Click “finish registration” 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You can contact the Admission and Registration Department via email: 
 

registrar@uod.edu.sa 

mailto:registrar@uod.edu.sa


 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Academic Policies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Attendance: Regular students must attend punctually at least 75% of lectures and 

of labs in each course. Any student failing to complete this percentage will be denied 

to sit for the exam and will be marked (DN). 

Dropping a semester: A student is allowed to submit an electronic written excuse 

for not attending a semester, as not to be marked (Fail) in the courses. Deadlines for 

submitting this form must be checked on the university website www.uod.edu.sa 

Postponement of studying: A student is allowed to postpone studying when the 

University  Council  approves  her  application.  A  student  cannot  postpone  2 

consecutive semesters or 3 non-consecutive ones; otherwise she will be expelled 

from  the  university.  Only  on  exceptional  cases,  a  student  can  be  granted  an 

exception  for  further  postponement.  The  postponement  is  not  counted  in  the 

graduation requirements. Deadlines for submitting this form must be checked on 

the university website www.uod.edu.sa 

Dropout: If a student drops out a semester without submitting a postponement 
 

application, she will be expelled from the university .However, this does not apply 

http://www.uod.edu.sa/
http://www.uod.edu.sa/
http://www.uod.edu.sa/


 

 

to study abroad or exchange students 



 

 

 

Transfer: A student is allowed to transfer to another college as long as she 

completes 24 credit hours in her current college and as long as she meets the 

requirements of the desired college. Deadlines for submitting this form must be 

checked on the university website www.uod.edu.sa 

Rewards: Each student is rewarded a monthly stipend to be deposited into her 

account. This does not apply to students in the faculty of Applied Studies and 

Community Service. a) The amount due for each student is 1000 Saudi Riyals. Ten 

Riyals will be deducted monthly for the Student Fund b) Students must open a 

bank account to get her monthly stipend transferred. c) All students must fill in the 

application in the Admission and Registration section of the university website. 
 
 
 
 

Grading and Cumulative Rates 
 

The grading scale used in college of nursing is as follows: 
 

 

Percentage 
 

Evaluation 
 

Grade 
 

Weight (GPA) 

 

95-100 
 

Excellent+ 
 

A+ 
 

5.00 

 

90  to less than 95 
 

Excellent 
 

A 
 

4.75 

 

85 to less than 90 
 

Very Good+ 
 

B+ 
 

4.50 

 

80  to less than 85 
 

Very Good 
 

B 
 

4.00 

 

75  to less than 80 
 

Good+ 
 

C+ 
 

3.50 

 

70 to less than 75 
 

Good 
 

C 
 

3.00 

 

65 to less than 70 
 

Pass+ 
 

D+ 
 

2.50 

 

60 to less than 65 
 

Pass 
 

D 
 

2.00 

 

Less than 60 
 

Failed 
 

F 
 

1.00 

http://www.uod.edu.sa/


 

 

 

 

Course Load 

Course Load Allowed GPA 

12  unit less than  2 

15  unit 2  to  2.5 

18  unit 2.5  to less than   3.5 

Full unit  registration more than   3.5 

 

Pre-Requisites/Co-Requisites 

The student is expected to know and follow the academic rules and regulations.  It is 

entirely her responsibility to make sure that both pre-requisite and co-requisite 

requirements have been met for the courses added during the Early Registration period. 

She should refer to the Undergraduate Bulletin or consult her Advisor for these 

requirements. 

 

Withdrawal 

A Student may be allowed to withdraw from the College for a semester and not be 

considered  as  having  failed  if  the  Student  furnishes  an  acceptable  excuse  to  the 

authorized body as determined by the College Council, at least five (5) weeks before the 

commencement  of the final examinations.  If absolutely necessary, the College Council 

may  extend  this  period.  A  grade  of  "W"  will  be  recorded  for  the  Student  in  that 

semester, and the semester will be included in the period within which the Student is 

required to complete graduation requirements. 



 

 

 

 

Suspension & Interruption of Enrollment 

• A  Student  may  submit  an  application  for  suspension  of  enrollment,  for  reasons 

acceptable to the appropriate authority designated by the College Council, provided 

the suspension period does not exceed two consecutive semesters, or a maximum of 

three non-consecutive semesters, during the Student's entire course of study at the 

College. Otherwise, the Student's enrollment status will be canceled. However, the 

College Council may, at its discretion, make exceptions to this rule. The period of 

suspension will not be included in the period within which the Student is required to 

complete graduation requirements. 

• If  a  regular  Student  interrupts  studies  for  one  semester  without  submitting  an 

application  for  suspension  of  enrollment,  the  Student's  enrollment  status  at  the 

College will be canceled. The College Council however, may at its discretion, cancel a 

Student's enrollment status if the Student discontinues studies for a period of less 

than one semester. The enrollment status of a Student studying by affiliation will be 

canceled if the Student makes himself absent from the final examination of all the 

courses in the semester without submitting a valid excuse. 

• A Student is not considered to have interrupted studies during the terms spent as a 

visiting student in other universities. 

 
Re-Enrollment 

Student, whose enrolment status has been canceled, may apply for re-enrollment with 

the  same  College   ID  number   and  academic   record  the  Student   had  before  his 

suspension, if provided: 

 

• The Student applies for re-enrollment within four regular semesters from the date of 

cancellation of his enrol1ment status. 

• The Student obtains the approval of the College Council and related bodies for re- 

enrollment. 



 

 

 

• That  four  or  more  semesters  have  lapsed  since  cancellation  of  the  Student’s 

enrollment, in which the Student can apply to the College for admission as a new 

Student  without    considering  the  Student’s  old  academic  record,  if  the  Student 

fulfills  all  the  admission  requirements  for  new  Students.  However,  the  College 

Council  may  make  exception  to  this  rule,  in  accordance  with  the  regulations 

established by the Council. 

• The Student has not been re-enrolled previously. The however exempt the Student 

from this restriction, if needed. 

• The  Student  was  not  on  academic  probation  prior  to  the  cancellation   of  his 

enrollment. 

• A Student  who has been dismissed  from the College  for academic  or disciplinary 

reasons - or from other universities for disciplinary reasons - will not be re-enrolled 

at the College. If it becomes known later that a Student has been dismissed for such 

reasons,  enrollment  will  automatically  be  considered  null  and  void  as  of  the  re- 

enrollment date. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Dismissal 
 

 

Dismissal from the University will occur in the following circumstances: 
 

• A Student will be dismissed if the Student obtains a maximum of three consecutive 

academic probations as the result of his cumulative GPA being less than 2.00 out of 

5.00  or  1.00  out  of  4.00.  The  College  Council  may  allow  the  student  a  fourth 
 

opportunity  if the Student is able to improve his cumulative  by taking additional 

courses. 

• A  Student  will  be  dismissed  if  the  Student  fails  to  complete  the  graduation 

requirements within a maximum additional period equal to one half of the period 

determined for the Student's graduation in the original program period. The College 



 

 

 

Council, however, may exempt the Student from this restriction and give him the 

opportunity to complete the graduation requirements within an additional period of 

maximum duration equal to that of the original program. 

• In  exceptional  cases,  the  University  Council  may  allow  the  student  to 
 

complete the graduation requirements within an additional period of a 

maximum duration equal to two semesters at most. 

For graduation & dismissal refer to "Rules & regulation for courses & 
 

examinations at university level" article 19 & 20. 
 
 

Probation 
 
 

A. Probation 
 

Students are expected to maintain satisfactory academic progress toward graduation. 

Any student not making satisfactory academic progress may be placed on academic 

probation upon recommendation of the ACC. The ACC seeks to uphold the essence and 

the spirit of the College’s rules and regulations, and is therefore empowered to make 

exceptions in cases where regulations may be working to a student’s educational 

disadvantage. 

 
1. A minimum cumulative GPA of 2.75 which must be maintained throughout the 

program to be considered for graduation from the program. 

 
2. If a GPA below 2.75 minimum is achieved, or if the student earns an “F” 

 
 

grade in a course, the student is placed on probation with specific requirements that 

must be fulfilled. The student remains on probation until the course with the “F” grade 

is successfully remediated. 

 
3. A student will be placed on probation if either the semester GPA or the cumulative 

 

GPA falls below 2.75. A student will remain on probation until both the semester and 



 

 

 

the cumulative GPA are 2.75 or above. A student will remain on probation if the 

semester GPA falls below 2.75, regardless of whether the cumulative GPA is above 2.75. 

A student may be suspended or dismissed, as determined by the ACC if, while on 

probation, (1) the cumulative GPA falls below 2.75; (2)the student receives a failing 

grade; or (3) the semester GPA falls below 2.75 for two consecutive semesters. 

 
4. A student on probation must successfully complete all requirements for academic 

performance developed by the ACC. If the student meets the requirements for academic 

performance and the semester and cumulative GPA are at least 2.75, the student may be 

removed from probation. If the requirements are met but the cumulative GPA is still 

less than 2.75, the student will remain on probation. If goals are not met, the student 

may be suspended or dismissed as determined by the ACC. 

 
5. A student on probation for any reason, or who has a GPA less than 3.0  may not serve 

in a leadership position (i.e. class officer). 

 
Probationary Procedures: 

 
 

1. It is the student’s responsibility to be aware of his/her academic status, including the 

status of probation. The ACC Chair will contact the student regarding the probationary 

status and requirements for the student to be removed from probation. 

 
2. A student will normally have one probationary semester to raise her/his term or 

cumulative grade point averages to 2.0 or above, or to remediate a failed course. 

 
3. If the student’s semester or cumulative GPAs are between 2.0-2.74 at the end of the 

probationary semester, or if a course is not remediated by the end of the next term, the 

ACC will decide whether to place the student on probation for a second semester or to 

dismiss the student from the program. 



 

 

 

 
 
 

Graduation 
 
 

A Student graduates after successfully completing the graduation requirements 

according to the degree plan, provided his cumulative is not than "pass". Following the 

recommendation of a department council, the College Council may determine certain 

additional courses the student should take to improve the Student's cumulative if the 

Student has passed the required courses, but with a low GPA. 
 
 

Job Title 
 
 

The Nursing program graduates nurse specialist. 
 
 

Career Opportunities 
 
 

Many employment opportunities are available for graduates in a variety of 

health care settings including hospitals, clinics, schools, and communities. 

Graduates of the program may work as: 

 

▪  Staff nurses providing direct care to patients and families. 
 
 

▪  Educators of patients, families and other nurses. 
 
 

▪  Administrators. 
 
 

▪  Researchers. 
 
 

▪  Demonstrators in schools and/ or College of nursing 



 

 

 

Professional Appearance Policy 
 

Dress: nursing students represent the University and the College of Nursing when 

interacting with patients, their families, staff, and others in the health care 

environment. The way students dress demonstrates respect for the University they 

represent and for the patients and families they serve. 

 

Uniforms must have a professional appearance and be appropriate for height 

and weight. Uniform includes: 

•   Blue Scrub Suit 
 

•   Long white lab coat 
 

•   Black head cover 
 

Identification badge: must be worn at all times during clinical hours at 

hospital, and in the Nursing Skills Lab(s) 

Footwear: Wear clean white shoes with closed toe and heel, with nonskid soles 

of nonporous material. Be sure shoelaces are white and clean. White or beige 

hose or solid white socks are only allowed. 

Hair: Hair is neatly maintained, clean and kept off the collar. Hair is pulled 

back to prevent it from falling forward over the face while performing routine 

nursing duties. Any extreme look or color is not permitted. 

Makeup: Makeup is fresh and natural. Extremes in color, glitter, or amount are 

not acceptable. 

Nails: No acrylic nails, extenders, polish or long nails are permitted. Hands and 

nails are clean and free of any stains. 

Perfume: No perfume is allowed. 
 

Jewelry: 
 

§  One pair of small, discrete stud earrings may be worn. For safety, no dangles 

or hoops are allowed. 



 

 

 

§  Visible body piercing (other than lower ear lobes) may not be worn in the 

clinical setting under any circumstances. 

§  Wristwatches must be a moderate size and have a sweep-second hand or 

digital second counter. 

§    Wedding and/or engagement rings may be 

worn. 
 

§    No other jewelry may be 

worn. 

Hygiene: Absence of body, mouth and clothes odor is necessary. Do not chew 

gum in clinical areas. When applicable, compliance with assigned clinical 

agency's policies for students is required. Appropriateness of uniform and/or 

appearance may be determined by the instructor. 
 
 
 
 

Attendance & Absentism Policy 
 
 
 
 

The Students has two areas of learning: classroom and clinical experience. Both of these 

require observation of certain rules and conduct. Because the  nursing student is about to 

enter a career that requires special conduct and behavior while in the performance of 

specified duties, the student is to adhere to the ethics and conduct listed under the 

regulations and policies of each Health Care Facility while either in the UoD campus or 

other Affiliated hospitals. 

 

Attendance 
 

Appointment should avoid conflict with a student’s schedule. 
 

 

Classroom: 

• Students are expected to be in every class. If students are absent, they are responsible 

to arrange for a Classmate to take notes, write down announcements, and/or obtain 



 

 

handouts. 

 

 

• Theory  days  and  hours  are  variable  from  8:00  to  4:00       p.m.  with  one  hour  for 

brayer/lunch. 

• Scheduled nursing skills lab or clinical check-off times may end by 3:00 p.m. with one 

hour for brayer/ lunch. 

• Scheduled  nursing  skills  lab or clinical  check-off  times  may end by 4:00 p.m. and 

these are mandatory. Mandatory means that attendance is required or consequences 

may be imposed. 

•   There  are  periodic  workshops  during  the  year,  which  may  have  different  hours. 
 

Students  will  be  notified  in  advance  of  workshops  so  that  they  may  make  the 

necessary arrangements for attendance, which is mandatory. 

Clinical: 
 

 

Clinical hours will vary depending on the facility. Hours may begin as early as 8 a.m. 

morning or night rotations may be required. Some clinical experiences may be under the 

supervision of a clinical nurse preceptor. 

 

Clinical absences 
 

 

• For a clinical absence, the student is responsible  to notify their assigned  facility 1 

hour prior to the assigned shift. The student is advised to ascertain who is receiving 

this call-off notice. 

• It is recognized that there is an occasional need to be absent from clinical, therefore 

ONE  absence  (called  in  one  hour  before  the  assigned  shift)  is  permitted  for  each 

semester or session that contains a clinical practicum component. 

• Failure to notify the facility (No Call and No Show) results in an unexcused absence 

and a full grade reduction from the final total clinical score. This unexcused absence 

cannot be made up. 

Unexcused Absences: 
 



 

 

1. Students absent more than 25% (4 days theory or 8 days practical), will be 

deprived from attending the final written exam. 

2.  Students with unexcused absences will receive ‘zero’ in the written exam but their 

continuous assessment grades will be recorded without any changes. 

3. Students with unexcused absences will receive ‘zero’ in the written exam but their 

continuous assessment grades will be recorded without any changes. 

 Excused Absences: 
 

Students with excused absents should not exceed 25% of the course. More than 25% of 

excused absence will expose the student to the deprivation of the admission of the final 

written and clinical examinations. 

Warning Letters: Warning letter will be sent to the students as the 

following tables 

 
       Excused Absence warning: 

3rd  warning 2nd  warning 1st warning 
Number of 

warning 

15% 10% 5%  % of absence 

6 days clinical or 

3 days theory 

4 days clinical or 

2 days theory 

2 days clinical or 

One day theory 
Number of days 

        Unexcused Absence warning: 

The regular student must attend theoretical lectures and practical lessons for any course 

during the semester, and Student will be prohibited from sitting for the final exams if 

her/his attendance rate is less than (85%) and this is done by a decision of the College 

Board and a Denied grade (DN) will be assigned in Student Information System. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

3rd  warning 2nd  warning 1st warning Number of warning 

25% 20% %10  % of absence 

8 days 

clinical or 

4 days theory 

6 days clinical or 

3 days theory 

4 days clinical or 

2 days theory 

Number of days 



 

 

Late Arrival: 
 

1. 4 days late arrival (between 10 to less than 30 minutes), equal 1 day absent. 

2. 30 minutes late arrival or more, equal 1 day absent. 

 

Full Time Attendance: 

Students with full time attendance of the course will be graded with 5 marks as a 

bonus that will be provided at the end of the semester. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Illness or Injury Policy 
 
 

For  the  protection  of  students,  patients,  clinical  personnel,  and  faculty,  the 

following policies must be followed: 

1.  Injury in the classroom or clinical setting must be reported immediately to the 

nursing instructor to facilitate completion of medical care and necessary forms. 

2.  Depending on circumstances, a student may be required to submit a medical 
 

release from a licensed health care provider that states the student may return 

to school without limitations or restrictions. 

3.  A student with a potentially communicable illness is required to report to the 

clinical  instructor  immediately  and  then  furnish  written  medical  clearance 

before returning to lecture, skills lab or clinical. 

4.  A student with a cast, crutch, cane, splint, sling or condition/device that impairs 

mobility or motion will not be allowed in the clinical area. Written medical 

clearance and a completed Nursing Medical Release with advisory statement 

will be required before returning to the clinical area. 

5.  Immediately upon confirmation of pregnancy, the student must: 
 

§ Provide the estimated date of delivery calculated by her health care provider. 
 

§ Submit  a  medical  release form  from  her  health  care  provider outlining the 



 

 

student’s ability to participate in clinical activities as well as a time line for 

these activities. 
 

§ Comply with the policies and procedures of the clinical agency to which she is 

assigned. 

§ Observe usual pregnancy precautions while in the clinical area according to 

agency policy. 

§ Any change in student’s health status requires immediate notification to the 

program by the student. 

§ A student must be physically and emotionally able to meet the objectives of the 

course in any instructional setting. This includes care of patients requiring 

lifting, moving, or transferring and/or moving of equipment. 

§ Students with  acute  or  chronic  illnesses  that  require  use  of  prescribed 

medications may be allowed in the clinical setting. Students who are impaired 

by the use of these medications will be sent home. 

§ Students who are ill during the clinical day may be sent home at the discretion 
 

of the instructor. 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

All students of the University are expected to conduct themselves in a manner that 

is responsible and respectful to others, whether they be other students, members of 

staff, visitors to the University or members of the local community. Such 

expectations are set out in the Student Charter. When you enrol, you agree to abide 

by the University’s regulations. 
 

 
 

Code of Ethics 
 
 
 

National student nurses’ association (NSNA). ®code of academic and clinical 

conduct 

Preamble 
 

Students of nursing have a responsibility to society in learning the academic theory 

and clinical skills needed to provide nursing care. The clinical setting presents 

unique challenges and responsibilities while caring for human beings in a variety of 

health care environments. 

The Code of Academic and Clinical Conduct is based on an understanding that to 
 

practice nursing as a student is an agreement to uphold the trust society has placed 

in us. The statements of the Code provide guidance for the nursing student in the 



 

 

 

personal development of an ethical foundation and need not be limited strictly to 

the academic or clinical environment but can assist in the holistic development of 

the person. 

A Code for Nursing Students 
 

As students are involved in the clinical and academic environments we believe that 

ethical principles are a necessary guide to professional development. Therefore 

within these environments we: 

• Advocate for the rights of all clients. 
 

• Maintain client confidentiality. 
 

• Take appropriate action to ensure the safety of clients, self, and others. 
 

Provide care for the client in a timely, compassionate and professional 

manner. Communicate client care in a truthful, timely and accurate 

manner. 

• Actively promote the highest level of moral and ethical principles and 

accept responsibility for our actions. 

• Promote excellence in nursing by encouraging lifelong learning and 

professional development. 

• Treat others with respect and promote an environment that respects 
 

human rights, values and choice of cultural and spiritual beliefs. 
 

• Collaborate in every reasonable manner with the academic faculty and 

clinical staff to ensure the highest quality of client care. 

• Use every opportunity to improve faculty and clinical staff understanding 

of the learning needs of nursing students. 

• Encourage faculty, clinical staff, and peers to mentor nursing students. 
 

• Refrain from performing any technique or procedure for which the student 

has not been adequately trained. 



 

 

 

• Refrain from any deliberate action or omission of care in the academic or 

clinical setting that creates unnecessary risk of injury to the client, self, or 

others. 

• Assist the staff nurse or preceptor in ensuring that there is full disclosure 

and that proper authorization are obtained from clients regarding any 

form of treatment or research. 

• Abstain from the use of alcoholic beverages or any substances in the 

academic and clinical setting that impair judgment. 

• Strive to achieve and maintain an optimal level of personal health. 
 

• Support access to treatment and rehabilitation for students who are 

experiencing impairments related to substance abuse and mental or 

physical health issues. 

• Uphold school policies and regulations related to academic and clinical 

performance, reserving the right to challenge and critique rules and 

regulations as per school grievance policy. 
 
 

Islamic Ethics 
 
 

Ethics is the study of right and wrong choice made by a person. In Islam, the duty of 

every Muslim is to obey value system of The Holy Book Quran and Sunnah (The 

saying and acts of The Prophet Muhammad. Saying of Prophet Muhammad: I have 

been sent for the purpose of perfecting good morals (Ibn Hambal, No: 8595). People 

groomed through value system of Quran and Sunnah exhibit these qualities in their 

personal and professional lives. Islamic value based system provides comprehensive 

pattern of management which protect all stakeholders of the society. Islamic value 

based system focuses moral development of human beings, thereby making sure 

that people follow the rule of law through their own will, not through fear or force. 
 



 

 

The Islamic principle is based on individual enterprise in business and likewise 
 

individual's reward. It is essentially based on promoting the humanity while 

upholding God's orders. Islam firmly forbids any favoritism in business 

relationships, between people based on their religion or gender. 

 
Code of Academic Conduct 

 

Documentation and Academic Honesty 
 

§  Submit your homework covered with a sheet containing your name, number, 

course title and number, and type and number of the homework (e.g. tutorial, 

assignment, and project). 

§  Any completed homework must be handed on the due date. 
 

§  Submission after the deadline will lead to one grade decrease in the score of the 

homework for each delayed day in addition to decrease in score of professional 

behavior. 

§  You must keep a duplicate copy of your work because it may be needed while the 

original is being marked. 

§  Protection by Copyright 
 

§  Coursework, laboratory exercises, reports, and essays submitted for assessment 

must be your own work, unless in the case of group projects a joint effort is 

expected and is indicated as such. 

§  Use of quotations or data from the work of others is entirely acceptable, and is 

often very valuable provided that the source of the quotation or data is given. 

Failure to provide a source or put quotation marks around material that is taken 

from elsewhere gives the appearance that the comments are ostensibly your 

own. When quoting word-for-word from the work of another person quotation 

marks or indenting (setting the quotation in from the margin) must be used and 

the source of the quoted material must be acknowledged. 



 

 

§  Sources of quotations used should be listed in full in a bibliography at the end of 

your piece of work. 

 

Avoiding Plagiarism 
 

§  Unacknowledged direct copying from the work of another person, or the close 

paraphrasing of somebody else's work, is called plagiarism and is a serious 

offence, equated with cheating in examinations. This applies to copying both 

from other students' work and from published sources such as books, reports or 

journal articles. 

§  Paraphrasing,  when  the  original  statement  is  still  identifiable  and  has  no 
 

acknowledgement, is plagiarism. A close paraphrase of another person's work 

must have an acknowledgement to the source. It is not acceptable for you to put 

together unacknowledged passages from the same or from different sources 

linking these together with a few words or sentences of your own and changing a 

few words from the original text: this is regarded as over-dependence on other 

sources, which is a form of plagiarism. 

§  Direct quotations from an earlier piece of your own work, if not attributed, 

suggest that your work is original, when in fact it is not. The direct copying of 

one's own writings qualifies as plagiarism if the fact that the work has been or is 

to be presented elsewhere is not acknowledged. 
 
 

Plagiarism policy 
 

Plagiarism is the submission of another’s work as one’s own. It includes: 
 

1.  Use of another’s exact words without use of quotation marks and 

acknowledgement of that use in a footnote or endnote. 

2.  Use of another’s organizational scheme without acknowledgement of 

that use in a footnote or endnote. 



 

 

 

3.  Either close paraphrasing of the work of another without attribution or 

submission of a work which is largely a paraphrasing of another’s work 

without attribution. 

Procedures 
 

Upon discovering what is believed to be plagiarism on written work submitted 

by a student in a course, a faculty member may: 

1. Assign a grade to the written work based on the faculty member’s 

determination of plagiarism. This determination and the explanation thereof 

shall be expressed in writing and transmitted to the student with a copy to the 

Chairman of the department and Vice dean for academic affair; 

2. Refer the matter to the Disciplinary Committee or an Ad hoc committee 

formed by the dean with defined responsibilities. The committee will deal the 

situation according to the given mandate. A student found guilty of plagiarism 

by the committee may appeal to the Dean for review of the penalty assessed. 

Sanctions For Student Plagirism 

§  In the academic world, plagiarism by students is usually considered a very 

serious offense that can result in punishments such as a failing grade on the 

particular assignment, the entire course, or even being expelled from the 

institution. Generally, the punishment increases as a person enters higher 

institutions of learning. For cases of repeated plagiarism, or for cases in which a 

student commits severe plagiarism (e.g., submitting a copied piece of writing as 

original work), suspension or expulsion is likely. 

1. Upon receiving notification from a faculty member of his or her determination 
 

of plagiarism, and determining that plagiarism has been committed, the Dean, 

shall appoint a committee of five faculty members to conduct a hearing to 

determine whether plagiarism has been committed by the student. 



 

 

 

2. At the hearing, the faculty member will introduce evidence relevant to the 

question of whether plagiarism has been committed. The student is entitled to 

be represented by counsel of his or her choice, to introduce relevant evidence and 

to confront and cross-examine any witnesses against him or her. 

3. To support a finding of plagiarism at least four members of the committee 

must identify plagiarism beyond a reasonable doubt. A finding of plagiarism by 

the committee in accord with the procedures established by this policy shall be 

final and binding on the dean and the student. 

4. The committee shall file with the dean a written report on its proceedings and 

its findings. If plagiarism has been found by the committee, the report shall 

include a recommended sanction. The presumptive sanction shall be a one- 

semester suspension, but the committee may recommend a different sanction, 

either more or less severe. Such sanctions include, but are not limited to, 

expulsion, suspension for a longer period, probation or remedial activity. 

5. The final determination of the appropriate sanction for plagiarism shall be 
 

made by the dean. It may be more or less severe than any sanction 

recommended by the committee. This determination shall be expressed in 

writing and provided to the student within 14 days of the filing of the 

committee’s report with the dean. The committee members and the complaining 

professor shall receive copies of the dean’s determination of sanction. The dean’s 

determination of sanction may be appealed to the provost of the University. 

6. In response to appropriate inquiries, the College shall make available to 
 

appropriate bar officials the written committee report and the dean’s final 

determination of sanction. 

Decision in favor of the Student 
 

§  In situations where: 
 

1. The Dean finds insufficient probable cause to impanel a faculty committee; or 



 

 

 

§  2. A faculty committee appointed under this policy fails to find plagiarism has 

been committed; or. 

3. The assigned committee fails to find plagiarism has been committed; the Dean 

shall assign to another faculty member the task of entering a course grade for the originally 

accused student. 

 
Disciplinary Offenses 

 

Any student or student organization found to have committed or to have attempted 

to commit the following actions is subject to appropriate disciplinary action under 

this policy: 

1. Scholastic Dishonesty: Scholastic dishonesty includes plagiarizing; cheating on 
 

assignments or examinations; engaging in unauthorized collaboration on any 

academic activity; accepting, acquiring, or using test materials without faculty 

permission; submitting false or incomplete records of academic achievement; acting 

alone or in cooperation with another to falsify records or to obtain grades, honors, 

awards, or professional endorsement in a dishonest manner; altering, forging, or 

misusing a College academic record; or fabricating or falsifying data, research 

procedures, or data analysis. 

2. Disruptive Classroom Conduct: Disruptive classroom conduct includes engaging 
 

in behavior that substantially or repeatedly interrupts either the instructor’s ability 

to teach or a student’s ability to learn. A “classroom” is intended to include any 

setting where a student is engaged in work toward academic credit or satisfaction of 

program-based requirements, clinical care, or related activities. 

3. Falsification: Falsification means willfully providing University/College offices or 
 

officials with false, misleading, or incomplete information; forging or altering 

without proper authorization official University / College records or documents, or 

conspiring with or inducing others to forge or alter University/College records or 



 

 

documents without proper authorization; misusing, altering, forging, falsifying, or 

transferring to another person University-issued identification; or intentionally making 

a false report of a disaster or other emergency to a University/College official or an 

emergency service agency. 

4. Refusal to Identify and Comply: Refusal to identify and comply includes the willful 

refusal to properly identifying oneself or willfully failing to comply with a proper order 

or summons when requested by an authorized University official. 

5. Attempts to Injure or Defraud: Attempts to injure or defraud includes accepting, 

creating, forging, printing, reproducing, copying, or altering any record, document, 

writing, or identification used or maintained by the University/ College when done with 

intent to injure, threaten, defraud, or misinform. 

 
6. Threatening, Harassing, or Assaultive Conduct: Threatening, harassing, or assaultive 

conduct includes engaging in conduct that endangers or threatens to endanger the health, 

safety, or welfare of another person, including, but not limited to, threatening, harassing, 

or assaultive behavior. 

7. Disorderly Conduct: Disorderly conduct includes engaging in conduct that incites 
 

or threatens to incite an assault or breach of the peace; obstructing or disrupting 

teaching, research, administrative, or public service functions; or obstructing or 

disrupting disciplinary procedures or authorized University/College activities. 

8. Illegal or Unauthorized Possession or Use of Drugs or Alcohol: 
 
 

§  Illegal or unauthorized possession or use of drugs or alcohol includes possessing or using 

drugs or alcohol illegally or, where applicable, without proper University/ College 

authorization. 

9. Unauthorized Use of College Facilities and Services: Unauthorized use of College 

facilities and services includes the wrongful use of College properties or facilities; 



 

 

misusing, altering, or damaging fire-fighting equipment, safety devices, or other 

emergency equipment, or interfering with the performance of those specifically charged 

to carry out emergency services. 

 
10. Theft, Property Damage, and Vandalism: This includes theft or misuse of, damage 

to, destruction of, unauthorized possession of, or wrongful sale or gift of property. 

11. Unauthorized Access: It includes accessing without authorization College property, 

facilities, services, or information systems, or obtaining or providing to another person the 

means of such unauthorized access, including, but not limited to, using or providing without 

authorization keys and /or access codes. 

12.Disruptive Behavior: Disruptive behavior includes willfully disrupting 
 

University/College events; participating in a campus demonstration that disrupts the 

normal operations of the University/College and infringes on the rights of other individuals; 

leading or inciting others to disrupt scheduled or normal activities of the 

University/College; engaging in intentional obstruction that interferes with freedom of 

movement on campus, either pedestrian or vehicular; using sound amplification equipment 

on campus without authorization; or making or causing noise, regardless of the means, that 

disturbs authorized University/ College activities or functions. 

13. Rioting: Rioting includes engaging in, or inciting others to engage in, harmful or 
 

destructive behavior in the context of an assembly of persons disturbing the peace on 

campus, in areas approximating the campus, or in any location when the riot occurs in 

connection with, or in response to, a University/ College sponsored event. Rioting includes, 

but is not limited to, such conduct as using or threatening violence to others, damaging or 

destroying property, impeding or impairing fire or other emergency services, or refusing the 

direction of an authorized person. 
 

14. Violation of University/College Rules: It includes engaging in conduct that 

violates University, collegiate, or departmental regulations that have been posted or 



 

 

publicized, including provisions contained in University contracts with students. 

15. Violation of Laws: It includes engaging in conduct that violates a law, including, 

but not limited to, laws governing alcoholic beverages, drugs, gambling, sex 

offenses, indecent conduct, and/or arson. 
 

16. Persistent Violations: Persistent violations include engaging in repeated conduct 

or actions that are in violation of this Code. 

 
 

Parameters of Unsafe and Unprofessional Nursing Conduct 
 

Examples of unsafe practice include but are not limited to: 
 

• Negligence in patient care. 
 

• Substantiated act(s) of patient abuse, either physical or verbal. 
 

• Ongoing unsatisfactory performance documented by the clinical instructor. 
 

• Neglect of duty with actual cause or potential to cause patient harm. 
 

• Demonstrated and/or documented incompetence. 
 

• Exhibiting aggressive or intimidating behavior (e.g., profanities, threats, loud 

talking, rudeness, verbal coercion) toward or in the presence of faculty, staff, 

peers, patients/clients or agency personnel. 

• Falsifying a client’s record. 
 

• Failure to adhere to principles of safe nursing practice (i.e. safe medication 

administration). 

• Diverting prescription drugs for own or another person’s use. 
 

• Inadequate preparation for clinical responsibilities. 
 

• Inability to recognize limitations and/or failure to seek appropriate help in 

time- sensitive situations. 

• Dishonest communication with clients, families, faculty and/or agency staff. 

Unprofessional conduct shall include, but not be limited to: 



 

 

• Using unsafe judgment, technical skills, or inappropriate interpersonal 
 

behaviors in providing nursing care. 
 

• Disregarding a patient/client’s dignity, right to privacy, or right to 

confidentiality. 

• Failing to provide nursing care because of diagnosis, age, sex, race, color, or 
 

creed. 
 

• Abusing a patient/client verbally, physically, emotionally. 
 

• Falsifying, omitting, or destroying documentation of nursing actions on the 

official patient/client record. 

• Abandoning or knowingly neglecting patients/clients requiring nursing care. 
 

• Delegating nursing care, functions, tasks, or responsibility to others when the 

nurse knows, or should know, that such delegation is to the detriment of patient 

safety. 

• Providing one’s license/temporary permit to another individual for any reason. 
 

• Failing to practice nursing in accordance with prevailing nursing standards 

due to physical or psychological impairment. 

• Misappropriating money or property from a patient/client or employee. 
 
 
 

 
 

Sanctions for Academic Dishonesty and Cheating During Examinations 

According to University Guidelines, the following sanctions may be imposed upon 

student (s) found to have violated the Code: 



 

 

1. If a student commits actions disturbing or disrupting the examination process, the 

Dean may delegate the decision of whether or not student continues the examination to 

senior faculty who are supervising (proctoring) the examination. 

2. The proctor has the authority to order the student out of the examination room. 
 

3. The Dean may report the incident to the University’s Vice Rector for Academic Affairs, in 

order to discuss the incident in the Rectifying/Disciplinary Committee at the University. 

4. The Rectifying/Disciplinary Committee will determine the appropriate sanction. 
 

5. The University Rectifying Committee will decide whether the student’s 

examination in one or more courses will be cancelled or voided. 

6. The student’s grade results will not be released until the Rectifying/Disciplinary 
 

Committee’s decision is finalized. 
 
 

For violations other than examination misconduct, the following sanctions may be 

imposed upon student(s) or student organizations found to be in violation of the Code: 

 
1. Alert Note: The issuance of an oral or written notice of misconduct. 

 

2. Warning A written document that is to be maintained in the student’s file. 
 

3. Injunction of University’s privileges for students 
 

4. Cancelation /Voiding of one or more course examinations. 
 

5. Prohibited participation in one or more final examination(s) 
 

6. Probation : Probation confers special status with conditions imposed for a defined period 

of time, and includes the probability of more severe disciplinary sanctions if the student is 

found to violate any institutional regulation(s) during the probationary period. 

7. Required Compliance: Required compliance necessitates the mandatory completion of 

University requirements, work assignments, community service, or 
 

other discretionary assignments. 
 

8. Confiscation: Confiscation means confiscation of goods used or possessed in 



 

 

violation of University regulations, or confiscation of falsified identification or 

identification wrongly used. 

9. Restitution: Restitution means making compensation for any loss, injury, or 

damage. 

10. Restriction of Privileges: Restriction of privileges includes the denial or 

restriction of specified privileges, including, but not limited to, access to an official 

transcript for a defined period of time. 

11. Suspension: Suspension means separation of the student from the University for 

a defined period of time, after which the student is eligible to return to the 

University. 

12. Expulsion: Expulsion means the permanent separation of the student from the 
 

University. 
 

13. Withholding of Degree: With holding of a degree means not releasing a degree 

otherwise earned for a defined period of time or until the completion of assigned 

sanctions. 

For further details of misconduct and sanctions authorization, please refer to 
 

University Guidelines. 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Students have the right to: 
 

• To have student handbook, which contains information about the university, 

its regulations, and its facilities. 

• To have an orientation program addressed to newcomers. 
 

• Students have the right to be treated fairly and with dignity regardless of 

age, color, creed, disability, marital status, national origin or ancestry, race, 

religion or sex. 

• To take their feedback into account after education assessment in order to 

improve the quality of education at the university. Students will evaluate the 

material they have studied and the faculty members who taught them. 

Students treat this issue with high credibility-- free from any personal, 

partisan, or tribal prejudices. 

• To create and establish the appropriate academic environment for students to 

accomplish high-standard understanding and study more easily by making 

all educational sources accessible to serve this goal. 
 

• To get the learning material and have an access to any-related knowledge in 

accordance with the university provisions and regulations that organize the 

academic work. 

• To obtain study plans from the faculty or the department and the available 

academic programs, as well as to concede the schedule before commencing 

studies; to register for the courses offered to them by the registration system, 

and making sure that fair guidelines are followed during registration period; 



 

 

 

to take registration priorities into account when achieving the wishes of all 

students becomes impossible. 

• To withdraw from or add any course, or to drop the entire semester, 
 

according to what the system of registration at the university permits during 

the period specified for that purpose. 

• The full commitment of the faculty members to the date and time of lectures, 

and commitment to teach the theoretical and practical material effectively, 

and never cancel a lecture or changing its date unless there is a necessity. If 

that announcing alternative lectures, lectures should be given in 

coordination with the students and the department concerned.. Asking 

questions and discussing the material with the professors without restraints 

whether that was during the lecture or during the specified office hours. 

Exam question should be taken for the material which was taught, or the 

topics which were discussed or highlighted during class, and grades should be 
 

fairly distributed between topics 
 

•  To prepare and conduct all scheduled exams in the syllabus. Student should 

be informed of the dismissal from the course before the final exam. 

• To be provided with model answers for the examinations questions of each 

semester and the distribution of points according to which the evaluation of 

the students’ performance stands. 

•  To revise his\her answer sheet of examinations in accordance with the 

provisions and regulations issued by the university concerning these matters 

• To facilitate the students’ access to their full rights decided by academic or 

administrative bodies based on the university provisions and regulations. 

• To know the results obtained in the all monthly, quarterly, and final exams 

performed after they have been corrected and approved 



 

 

 

•  Commitment of the faculty members and the staff workers to show respect to 

students and entail them their academic and human rights. 

• Using the electronic system to monitor grades and documenting absence 

provided that that it should not be delayed more than a week. 

• Notify the student of his\her total scores of their practical and quarterly 

works. 

• To enjoy subsidized care and social services provided by the university, and to 

participate in the activities undertaken in accordance with the university 

regulations and instructions concerning these matters. 

• To enjoy adequate health care treatments at the health care centers and the 

hospitals of the university. 

• To use the services and facilities of the university (the book - electronic and 

branch libraries - the gym – the cafeteria ... etc.) and in accordance with the 

rules and regulations in place at the university. 

• To get incentives and rewards and other regular financial aids especially for 

distinguished students. 

• To be nominated to training courses and internal and external programs and 

tours, and to increase their participation in the cultural activities and the 

activities of community services and voluntary works 

• The right of complaint or grievance of anything reflected upon him in his 

relationship with faculty, department or college or any unit of the university. 

The complaint or grievance process has to be followed in accordance with the 

rules of the organization for the Protecting Students Rights Unit, and enable 

the student to know the result of his\her complaints by the party responsible 

for them. 

• To enable the student to defend himself\herself before any university entity 



 

 

in any disciplinary case raised against them. Also, any decision cannot be 

taken until he\she attend the session and gives his\her account of the story. 

If the student did not attend with no acceptable excuse, a default judgment 

will be issued an hour after the student being summoned for the second time. 

• To appeal the disciplinary decision issued against the student accordance 

with the rules laid down in this regard under the provisions of disciplining 

students. 

• Maintain the contents of the student’s personal file within the university and 

the integrity of dealing with it. These files are not to be handed to anybody 

except the student himself\herself or their guardians or there authorized 

representative by investigators or the judiciary or other governmental entity. 

• The university shall not disclose the contents of a student’s file unless the 

publication comes as a result of the decision of disciplinary punishment 

against the student. 

• The right of the students with special needs to receive an appropriate service, 

which meets his/her needs according to the regulations and rules, considered. 



 

 

 
 

 

Student 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

•  The students’ full responsibilities to attend their classes and doing the 

required tasks. 

• The student’s full responsibilities to respect faculty members, staff workers, 

and other people on campus. 

• The student's full responsibilities to respect the rules and arrangements 

relating to the operation of the lectures. 

• The student's full responsibilities in the preparation of research and other 

academic requirements in accordance with the scientific integrity and 

disciplinary action will be taken against students for cheating in any form. 

• The student's full responsibilities to the rules and arrangements for the 

exams and the system and disciplinary action will be taken against students 

for cheating in any form. 

• The student’s full responsibilities to the directions and instructions given by 

the official in the testing room. 

• The student's full responsibilities to university systems, regulations, 

instructions and decisions issued. 

• The student's full responsibilities to carry the ID card while at the university. 
 

• The student’s full responsibilities not to cause any damage in the facilities of 

the university. 

• The student’s full responsibilities to the instructions of arranging, organizing 

and use of university facilities and equipment. 



 

 

 

• The full responsibilities of the student to the dress code and behavior suitable 

for undergraduate and Islamic norms. 

• The student's full responsibilities to keep quiet and behave tranquilly in the 

university facilities and to refrain from smoking on campus. 

•  A student or group of students cannot initiate and hold an event/activity 

outside campus by the name of Dammam University without having written 

approval from SA. 
 

 

General Guidelines: 
 
 

The following practices by University officials will help ensure compliance with the 

various laws and regulations: 

1.University officials have 30 days to respond to legitimate requests; 
 

2.Requests for information regarding educational records must be referred to the 
 

Office of the Vice Dean for Academic Affairs. 
 

3. Information will only be shared within the University and only with those who 

have a “legitimate educational interest”. Those are: university employees who have 

a need to know to carry out their defined job functions. 

4. Grades or graded materials will not be posted or distributed in such a way that 

one student can see or identify the grade of another. 

5. Written permission must be obtained from the student before any non-public 
 

information can be released. 
 

 
 

Policy on Confidentiality of Student Grades: 
 

1. Under University regulations, examination scores, course grades, and similar 

indicators of student academic progress are not considered “public information”. 



 

 

 

2. Accordingly, such information cannot be released or made public without written 

student permission, except for normal educational and administrative uses within 

the University. 

3. Posting lists of examination scores or course grades, or returning test materials 
 

to students in ways which make it possible for students to obtain information about 

other students’ scores or grades is inappropriate and will not be permitted. 

4. It is not permissible to leave graded examination materials with students’ names 

on them in halls or other public places, or in mail folders (unless sealed in an 

envelope) for retrieval. 

Disability Accommodations Statement and Process 
 

1. The University of Dammam is committed to providing all students equal access to 

learning opportunities. 

2. Students who have, or think they may have, a disability (e.g. psychiatric, 

attention-deficit, learning, vision, hearing, physical, or systemic), are invited to 

contact Students Health Services for a confidential discussion. 

3. The Students Health Services liaison to the College of Nursing will assist eligible 

students with referral and consultation for documentation of disability conditions, 

implementation of reasonable accommodations, and related information. All 

services are confidential. 
 

For more information, students are encouraged to contact the College of Nursing 
 

Liaison, located at: 
 

University Center for Student Assistance and Counseling Tel: +966-13- 
 

3330844 
 

Email: cac@ud.edu.sa 

mailto:cac@ud.edu.sa


 

 

 

Examination Policy 
 
 

Rules governing students examinations are: 
 

•  Students are prohibited from doing the exams if her attendance throughout 

the semester in any course (theoretical or practical) is less than 75% 

•  Students, who are prohibited from attending the exam because of their 

absenteeism, are considered failures. 

•  Prohibition may be overlooked if the student forwards an excuse that is 

accepted by the College council. 

• Student who is absent in the final exams earns zero mark. Her evaluation in 

this course is counted according to her marks obtained during the semester. 

• Students who are unable to attend the final exam for compelling excuse will 

have the chance to be re- examined in a period not exceeding the end of her 

next semester. 

• Student requesting a stop -out to is not considered a failure if she forwards 

an excuse accepted by the College council 5 weeks prior to the final exam. 

• Student is not allowed to attend more than two exams per day. 
 

• Student is not allowed to attend the exam if she is late for more than half an 

hour from the beginning of the exam. She is also not allowed to leave exam 

hall before the first half an hour of the exam. 

• Cheating and / or breaking the rules and regulations of the exams are 

exposing students to punishment according to the students' disciplinary by- 

law issued by the University council. 

• The final exam of any course may include oral or clinical exam. 
 

• The student is allowed to complete the requirements of any course in the 

next semester and scored as incomplete (I.C.) on the mark list. Her actual 

grade will be counted after completing the requirements of this course. 



 

 

 

• If one whole semester has elapsed without being able to change the IC 

grades, the student is considered a failure and the IC grade will revert to a 

grade of (F). 

• Courses which are continued on two semesters are scored as (I P). 

• Marks of the courses per semester are calculated by one of the following 

methods: 
 

§  Oral / clinical tests or assignments and at least one quiz. 
 

§  b. Two quizzes at least. 
 

• Classroom Behavior: During in-class quizzes and exams, the Testing Policy 

will be followed. Students should familiarize themselves with the following 

expectations PRIOR to testing: 

 

1.  Arrive on time to avoid distracting other students. 
 

2.  Store all belongings as directed. 
 

3.  Sit every other seat as much as possible. Instructors reserve the right to use 

assigned seating. 

4.  No food or drink. 
 

5.  No papers or books of any kind. Exception: if an “open-book” quiz is given, the 

instructor will provide specific, clear instructions about which materials may be 

used. 

6.  No additional electronic devices of any sort may be USED, LEFT ON, OR EVEN 
 

VISIBLE. Cell phones etc. should be OFF & stored with belongings.  Exception: 

If calculators are required for testing, the instructor will notify students in 

advance. 

7.  No looking at other students’ responses, i.e. papers, or computer stations. 
 

8.  No talking to other students. 
 

9.  No leaving the room during the test. 



 

 

 

10. Any violation of these rules will be viewed as an act of academic dishonesty. 
 

11. Time limit: 
 

Pencils down at scheduled end time. It is the student’s responsibility to manage 

time wisely & finish the exam. Failure to stop when directed is an attempt by a 

student to gain an unfair advantage (more time than other students), which is 

academic dishonesty 

 

 

 
 

 

Grade Reporting and Appeals 
 

Grade reports for each course are submitted to the University Registrar at the close 

of each semester by a date and time determined by the University Registrar. Once a 

grade has been posted it becomes part of the student's permanent record and can be 

changed only by the faculty member and with the approval of the college council. 

Students who want grade information before the end of the semester and prior to 

official posting of grades must ask their Faculty. 

Student evaluations and assignments of final course grades are the responsibility of 
 

the faculty. The faculty member is accountable for any and grades assigned to 



 

 

students; therefore, each faculty member shall maintain records to support student 

evaluations and grades. Students who have reasons which can be substantiated to 

request grade changes must: 

▪  Write a formal letter to the Instructor (or to the Vice Dean of academic 
 

requesting a re-evaluation of their performance in the course. 
 

▪ Provide the following information in the letter: name and student ID, course 

number, title, and section; semester and year taken; name of the Instructor 
 

and a clear statement of the grade change request and reasons which justify 

the request. 

I. Incomplete Grades 
 

Course work is considered “incomplete” when a student fails to submit all required 

assignments when they are due, or is absent from the final examination. An ‘IC’ 

grade may be assigned instead of a failing grade only when: 

1. The student has demonstrated satisfactory progress and attendance in the 
 

course; 
 

2.The student is unable to complete all course work due to unusual circumstances 

that are beyond personal control (e.g. illness or family emergency) 

3.The student must submit reasons supporting a grade of “IC” to the Course 

coordinator prior to the time that the final grades are due. The Course coordinator 

will make a determination based on these reasons. 

If the Course coordinator determines that the student should receive a grade of 

“IC”, the student must complete the coursework by the end of the subsequent 

semester or the ‘IC’ grade will be changed to an ‘F’ grade until remediated. 

3. Failing Grades 
 

o Rectifying Failing Grades: The Course Director will provide input 

before the Committee on Student’s Circumstances to determine actions 

for remediation (whether the F can be remediated and/or what 



 

 

activities or assignments will be required to remediate) 

o All Failure and Incompletes grades must be rectified by the end of the 

subsequent semester. 

4. Grading and Testing Disputes 
 

• Complaints regarding grades and testing must first be discussed with the 
 

Course coordinator . 

• If the dispute is not resolved, the student must then discuss the matter with the 

department chair. 

• If the matter remains unresolved at that level, the Vice Dean for Academic Affairs 

should be notified in writing. It will be shared with the appropriate committee, and 

a meeting will be established for further discussion. The student will have the 

opportunity to discuss the complaint directly with the committee. 

The committee will then make a recommendation to the Vice Dean for Academic 
 

Affairs, who will make a final decision on the disposition of the complaint. Disputes, 

requests and complaints MUST be submitted and resolved according to announced deadline 

each semester. 

Faculty members, upon receiving of a student's request for a grade change, will 
 

review their records. If it is determined that a student's request is justified, the faculty 

member will prepare a Grade Change Authorization Form, with appropriate documentation 

and submit it to the Vice Dean and to the Dean for authorization. The grade change is 

forwarded to the Office of the Registrar. A faculty member may not change an F grade to a 

W grade in those cases in which the student did not follow the proper procedures for 

withdrawing from the course. 

The student can appeal a negative decision of a faculty member. The steps in the 
 

appeal process are as follows: 
 

▪  Present the appeal to the faculty member's College Dean who refer the appeal to a 

committee for hearing and decision. 



 

 

▪  Based on committee decision, college dean authorize a grade change, and must notify the 

involved individual of his action, i.e., the College Dean must notify the student and 

the faculty member of his decision. 

Hearing and Appeal of Student Disciplinary Decisions 
 

Any student or student organization charged with violation of the Code shall have 

the opportunity to receive a fair hearing. 

I. In cases of academic or general misconduct, the Dean will form a committee 

comprised of the following members: 

• Vice Dean for Academic Affairs 
 

• Chair of department related to incident 
 

• College faculty member 
 

2. The committee will investigate the incident. 
 

3. The committee will schedule a meeting not later than one week from the date of 

the incident. 

4. A report with committee recommendations will be submitted to the Dean, who 

will forward it to the Permanent Disciplinary Committee at the University to 

determine the appropriate action. 

 
Note: Please also refer to the “Policy and Guidelines for Student Code 

of Conduct” and annexure therein “University of Dammam Student 

Disciplinary Bylaws”. 
 
 

Policy for a Review of Exam sheet 
 

• The student submits a review of course grade appeal to the dean of the 

faculty concerned during two weeks from the date when the students’ 

GPA’s have been submitted according to university academic calendar or 

the announcement of the results. In the Appeal, the student states 

reasons for the change, and he\she pledges that the information he\she 



 

 

provided are all correct. 

• The collage concerned prepares a form including the following data: 

student name; university ID number; number, code, and title of the 

course; number of the student’s section; the grade of the quarterly works; 
 

the semester; the student’s GPA; number of academic warnings, if any; 
 

name of the instructor; date of having the exam. 
 

• The college council, where the course is taught, may take a decision 

concerning the appeal submitted by the student. 

• Reviewing the test answer sheet must be done in time not exceeding two 

weeks from the beginning of the following semester. 

• If the appeal has been accepted, the council of the concerned collage forms 

a committee to revise the test sheets. Then the committee submits the 

acceptance report to the faculty council to take its decision which is the 

final decision. 

Procedures: 
 

In general, through this operational foundation, the collages may 

follow the following procedure for reviewing a grade. 

1. The student, who has questioned his grade, submits exam review 

request form no longer than two weeks from the announcement of the 

grade concerned. The form is submitted to the concerned department. 

By that, his\her request enters the academic system and he\she is 

given a notice (using the review form attached). 

2.  The head of the department shows the student his answers in 
 

comparison to the modal answer sheet. If the student is convinced of 

the correctness of the review, he\she signs a waiver, and the then file 

is saved after shall be signed by the head of the department. 



 

 

3.  In the case that the student is not convinced of the result of the review, 

the head of the department forms a committee includes two faculty 

members from the department- the teacher of the course concerned is 

not one of them. Then the committee submits a report to the head of 
 

the department to take his decision of either changing the grade or not. 

Then the student will immediately be informed. 

4.  In the case that the student is still not convinced, he\she may re- 

appeal to the collage council within two weeks from the date he\she is 

informed. The appeal is submitted officially to the dean of the collage 

explaining reasons and justifications of this appeal, supporting his/her 

case with tangible and convincing set of evidence. The appeal should 

also include a statement from the deanship of admission and 

registration showing the previous requests of review submitted by the 

student if any, along with the decisions taken concerning them. 

5.  If the collage council rejects the case once more and does not agree on 

the grade change, it takes the decision to close the case. 

6.  If the collage council agreed on the grade change, it forms a committee 

of at least three faculty members, one of them is to be from outside the 

department, and the teacher of the course should not be one of them. 

The committee gathers to re-correct the student’s answer sheet. And 

then it submits its report to the collage council within fifteen days from 

the day of its establishment. Then the appeal is discussed by the 

council to take the final decision in its next session. 



 

 

 

Make-Up Exams 
 

• A student who is unable to take an examination due to unavoidable 

circumstances (e.g., hospitalization, car accident, major illness) is expected to: 

1. Contact the Office of Academic Affairs prior to the time of the examination 

(except during unexpected circumstances), to notify the College about his / 

her absence. 

• At the discretion of the course director, the student may make-up the 

examination at an alternative pre-arranged time only when the unavoidable 

circumstances have been substantiated by the Office of Academic Affairs in 

concert with the Course Director. 

• Make-up exams are to be completed within 2 College days of the student’s 

return to the College. 

•  Make-up exams should cover the same content area of the missed 

examination, but should not be the same exam that was administered to 

other students. 

 
Procedures 

 

1.  The student makes the request in writing and in a timely manner before the 

scheduled exam, to request an opportunity to complete a makeup exam 

2. The student provides the Instructor with the required originally-signed 

documentation, regarding the reason he is not able to complete the test on 

the originally scheduled exam date. Without this documentation, the student 

will not be granted an accommodation to complete a makeup exam and will 

be  assigned  a  zero  grade  for  the  exam.  No  incomplete  (I)  grade  can  be 

assigned in this situation. 

3.  All communications with the student must be via e-mail, with the University 
 

Registrar copied on each exchange. 



 

 

 

4.  Assign  an incomplete (IC) grade to the student if unable to grade the final 

exam before the final grade deadline and submit a Grade Change 

Authorization Form to the Vice dean of academic affair and the College Dean 

for approval on line copy to the Office of the Registrar. 
 

 
 

Using Mobile Phones 
 
 
 

1.  Mobile phones without a camera can only be used outdoors, in the garden or in 

cafeterias. Using mobile phones is not allowed inside lecture rooms. Girls who 

violate these rules will be liable to: 

§  Will be warned in the first time 
 

§  The second time, the mobile (without the SIM card) will be confiscated and 

handed to the guardian and he will be informed about the regulations 

§  The third time, the mobile (without the SIM card) will be confiscated and 

handed to the guardian at the end of the semester 

2.  Using mobile  phones that  have  a  camera  is  not  allowed at  all  on  campus. 
 

Violators to these rules will be liable to: 
 

§  In the first time, the mobile (without the SIM card) will be confiscated and 

handed to the student at the end of the semester. The student must write a 

statement not to do that again. 

§  In the second time, the mobile (without the SIM card) will be confiscated 
 

.There will also be an investigation and she will be suspended for one full 

semester. 

§  In the third time, the mobile (without the SIM card) will be confiscated. 
 

There will also be an investigation and she will be suspended for one full 

academic year. 



 

 

§  In the fourth time, the mobile (without the SIM card) will be confiscated. 
 

There will also be an investigation and she will be expelled. 
 

3.  Using mobile phones for taking photos on campus is not allowed at all and if it happens, 

it will be met with the utmost punitive measures and the student will be investigated 

and expelled even when using it for the first time. 

4.  Female security personnel should follow up this and must write a report on 
 

these incidents. 
 

5.  Female visitors should be primarily informed about these regulations, and they can leave 

their mobile phones at the security’s safety box before getting into the university. 

6.  When the Dean receives a complaint about the abuse of mobile devices, she has 
 

the right to refer the student to the designated committee in her college. 
 

 
 

Policy of academic privacy 
 

At the College of Nursing, student’s information including personal data, grading, 

counseling, etc. is treated as confidential unless students agrees to 

release parts of this data. 
 

 
 

Policy On Access to Student Records 
 
 
 

I. Directory Information: 
 

The following information is considered public information: 
 

• Name. 
 

• Address 
 

• Phone number. 
 

• University-assigned email address. 
 

• Dates of enrollment. 

• Degree. 
 



 

 

• Adviser(s). 
 

• Class. 
 

• College. 
 

• Academic awards. 
 

• Honors. 
 

2.  Non-Public (Private) Information 
 

Transcripts 
 

Official transcripts will be released only with signed authorization of the 

individual student. Including 

• Grades. 
 

• Academic Schedule. 
 

• Courses completed. 
 

• Educational services received 
 

 
 

Policy for Patient privacy and record confidentiality 
 
 

Responsibility:  

 

1.Dean. 
 

2. Coordinator of Clinical Affairs. 
 

3. Medical Director. 
 

4. Faculty. 
 

5.Head Nurse 
 

6.Preceptorship 
 

7. Students. 
 

8. Staff at the Section of Medical Records. 



 

 

 
 

• Medical Records are the property of the Hospital . 
 

• Patient’s Rights: 
 

• The confidential information contained in the medical record is under the 

exclusive control of the patient or guardian. Only the patient or guardian can 

authorize its release. 

• Safeguarding Information against Unauthorized Release: 
 

• All medical information is confidential, regardless of location in which it is 

maintained. To safeguard against unauthorized use and / or release of 

patient information, staff will not relate information by telephone, except in 

the course of direct patient care. 

 

• Under the following conditions, medical information may be used and / or 

released without the patients authorization: 

• Information may be used by the students, faculty or other relevant staff of 

the College of Nursing for educational activities. 

• During the use of Nursing information for educational purposes, no patient is 

to be identified by name without his / her consent and agreement. 

• For Administrative purposes: 
 

-Information should be made available, within the confines of the location 

where the information is maintained, to members of administrative and / or 

professional staff for audit purposes. Audit reports shall be held in 

confidence, and no patient shall be identified by name. 

• The patient has the right to considerate and respectful care. 
 

• The patient has the right to and is encouraged to obtain from doctors and 

other direct caregivers appropriate, current, and understandable information 

about diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis. Except in emergencies when the 



 

 

patient lacks decision-making ability and the need for treatment is urgent, 

the patient is entitled to the chance to discuss and request information about 

the specific procedures and/or treatments, the risks involved, the possible 

length of recuperation, and the medically reasonable alternatives and their 

risks and benefits. 

• Patients have the right to know the identity of doctors, nurses, and others 

involved in their care, as well as when those involved are students, patients, 

or other trainees. 

•  The patient also has the right to know the immediate and long-term 

financial implications of treatment choices, insofar as they are known. 

• The patient has the right to make decisions about the plan of care before and 

during treatment. 

• The patient has the right to refuse a recommended treatment or plan of care to the 

extent allowed by law and hospital policy and to be informed of the medical 

consequences of this action. In case of refusal, the patient is entitled to other 

appropriate care and services that the hospital provides or transfers to another 

hospital. The hospital should notify patients of any policy that might affect patient 

choice within the institution. 

• The patient has the right to have an advance directive (such as a living will, health 

care proxy, or durable power of attorney for health care) concerning treatment or 

designating a surrogate decision maker with the expectation that the hospital will 

honor the intent of that directive to the extent permitted by law and hospital policy. 

• Health care institutions must tell patients of their rights under law and hospital 

policy to make informed medical choices, ask if the patient has an advance 

directive, and include that information in patient records. 

• The patient has the right to timely information about hospital policy that may 

limit its ability to implement fully a legally valid advance directive. 



 

 

• The patient has the right to every consideration of privacy. Case discussion, 

consultation, examination, and treatment should be conducted so as to protect each 

patient's privacy. 

• The patient has the right to expect that all communications and records related to 

his/her care will be treated as confidential by the hospital, except 

in cases such as suspected abuse and public health hazards when reporting is 

permitted or required by law. 

• The patient has the right to expect that the hospital will stress the confidentiality 

of this information when it releases it to any other parties entitled to review 

information in these records. 

• The patient has the right to review the records about his/her care and to have the 

information explained or interpreted as necessary, except when restricted by law. 

• The patient has the right to expect that, within its capacity and policies, a hospital 

will make reasonable response to a patient's request for appropriate and medically 

indicated care and services. 

• The hospital must provide evaluation, service, and/or referral as indicated by the 

urgency of the case. When medically appropriate and legally permitted, 

or when a patient has requested, a patient may be transferred to another facility. 

The institution to which the patient is to be transferred must first have accepted 

the patient for transfer. 

• The patient must also have the benefit of complete information and explanation 

concerning the need for, risks, benefits, and alternatives to such a transfer. 

• The patient has the right to ask and be informed of business relationships among 

the hospital, educational institutions, other health care providers, or payers that 

may influence the patient's treatment and care. 

• The patient has the right to consent to or decline to take part in research studies or 

human experimentation affecting care and treatment or requiring direct patient 



 

 

involvement, and to have those studies fully explained prior to consent. 

•  A patient who declines to take part in research or experimentation is entitled to 

the most effective care that the hospital can otherwise provide. 

• The patient has the right to expect reasonable continuity of care when appropriate 

and to be informed by doctors and other caregivers of available and realistic patient 

care options when hospital care is no longer appropriate. 

 

• The patient has the right to be informed of hospital policies and practices 

that relate to patient care treatment, and responsibilities. The patient has 

the right to be informed of available resources for resolving disputes, 

grievances, and conflicts, such as ethics committees, patient representatives, 

or other mechanisms available in the institution. 

• The patient has the right to be informed of the hospital's charges for services 
 

and available payment methods. 
 

 
 

Students email usage policy 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Users of University email services have the responsibility to: 
 
 
 

▪  Comply with University policy and procedures and government laws. No 

announcement or lecture invitation through email without approval from 

Student Affairs Deanship. 

▪  When using email for appeals or complains, follow the proper escalating 
 

procedures as been explained on University complains and appeals policy and 

procedures. Sending complains emails to unrelated individuals or persons 

outside the campus is not permitted 



 

 

▪  Not Using e-mail for: 
 

- Promote commercial or private business 
 

- Organize political activity or political solicitation. 
 

- Harass or threaten others or threaten to cause physical harm or damage to 

property. 



 

 

 

 
 

Bulletin Board: 

 

Communication 

 

The bulletin board outside the nursing skills lab / faculty and or administration 

offices is used for communicating general messages regarding seminars, clinical 

rotation, theory courses time table, students meetings, and changes in program 

procedures. Be sure to read the official bulletin board weekly. Students are 

responsible for all information conveyed via the official bulletin board. 

Office Hours: 
 

Faculty members set 3-4 office hours per week to meet with students. Available 

hours are posted outside each faculty member’s office. On clinical days, nursing 

faculties are available at the clinical agency, often the completion of regularly 

scheduled clinical time. Students are encouraged to make appointments whenever 

possible so that adequate time will be available. Drop in visits during office hours 

will be handled on a first-come, first –served basis. 

Dean/ Student Meetings: 
 

Occasionally, student meetings will be scheduled by the dean to share important 

information and to gain student input on critical issues. When these meetings are 

scheduled, it is expected that all students will be present. 

Phone Calls: 
 

Students are asked to refrain from phoning instructors at home unless the 

instructor has given permission. Student messages may be sent to the faculty via 

his e-mail. Student emails to faculty will be answered within 48 hours. To ensure 

timely communication, students are expected to use the official email addresses as 

listed in the Students' Affairs Office . Faculty may not respond on weekends or 

vacations. Current list of student names, phone numbers, and addresses are 

available to the faculty. When student inform the faculty of any changes, nursing 

office has to be notified to keep record updated. 



 

 

 

It is expected that students will keep their family informed regarding weekly clinical 

placement so that they may be located in the event of an emergency. Emergency 

calls should go through the nursing office, which in turn will contact the clinical 

instructor. Personal phone calls to students in the clinical area are to be restricted to 

emergencies. 

Refer to 
 

1- Policy and procedure Chapter IV Academic policy 

undergraduate (page 71-112) 

 

2-Deanship of Student Affairs 
 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Advising & Counseling policy: 
 

Academic advising and counseling service is an assistant educational system, 

whereby faculty members introduce the students to the university and college 

systems and inform them by their roles, responsibilities and rights. Academic 

advising and counseling service provides guidance and support for students to 

overcome any academic problems or personal difficulties that may hamper student’s 

academic progress, as well as develops the students' capacities and potentials, that 

enhances their academic performance. 

Academic  advising  and  counseling  services  are  basic  steps  that  guarantee 
 

collaborative relationship between faculty members and students. The intent of this 

collaboration is to facilitate learning by providing opportunities for students to 

achieve their goals and uphold the academic standards of the college. 

Roles and Responsibilities of the Academic Advisors: 



 

 

 

§  Acquaint  students  with  rules  and  regulations  of  the  nursing  college  and 

university of Dammam, especially the newcomer students and provide 

outreaching programs about advising and counseling. 

§  Assist  students  in  their  decision-making  related  to  course  selection  and 

registration in collaboration with the Registrar's office. 

§  Provide accessible advising services to students by scheduling and maintaining 
 

regular office hours throughout the semester; 
 

§  Send invitations to students encouraging them to visit the counseling office to 

discuss and review their academic and nonacademic problems. 

§  Identify and Select meritorious and ideals students , continuously  encouraging 

them and honored them at the University level to maintain excellence 

§  Maintain confidentiality of students' information and academic records unless 
 

student 'requesting approval in written. 
 

§  Assist in overcoming barriers that may prevent the students from completing 

their educational plan. 

§  Provide  supportive academic  advising  by  recognizing the  personal, social  or 

educational difficulties and responding to the different students ' needs. 

§  Follow-up  and  monitoring  student  'academic  progress  and  provide  guidance 
 

program Provide information regarding courses, requirements, tests, 

registration, course changes, and so forth. 

§  Provide encouragement and assistance for student with academic difficulties. 
 

Assist them in managing their time, develop more effective study skills, and 

send recommendations to the responsible course coordinator. 

§  Provide a private  space in which student feel free to discuss their thoughts, 
 

aspirations, concerns, and interests 
 

§  Become  knowledgeable concerning university rules, policies, regulations and 

procedures that affect academic programs and activity. 



 

 

 

§  Help students have better understanding skills, self-development and enhance 

their self-confidence by identifying their strength and weakness. 

§  Keep resource materials as the Student Handbook, college rules and Regulation, 

academic calendar, class schedules and other useful resources on hand to answer 

questions about academic and non-academic concern. 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Student Affairs: Student Services & Activities 
 

In collaboration with the Deanship of Student affairs for student activities and 

student affairs and activities unit in the college offers non-academic services which 

in turn make the learning and education processes more enjoyable  .Some of these 

services are Issuing ID cards, Nutrition Loans, activities, dorms, security and safety.  

Goals 

• To foster Islamic morals and national spirit of students. 

• To contribute to building integrated and balanced personalities of students. 

• To create a stimulating and attractive in-campus environment for developing students' personalities and 

skills. 

• To encourage students to engage in volunteering, imitativeness, and participation in campus and outside. 

• To inter into partnerships with local community organizations in favor of students' interests. 

• To explore, cultivate and develop students' talents for maximizing their creativity. 

• To train students on skills of leadership, communication, and knowledge development. 

• To provide support to students of special needs. 

• To upgrade performance of the deanship staff incompatible with the services, and activities provided by 

the deanship. 

 

 

The Vice Deanships 



 

 

The Vice Dean of Student Affairs for Activities 

The vice deanship consists of the following departments: 

• Social and educational activities 

• Athletic activities 

• Student clubs 

The Vice Dean of Student Affairs for Services 

The vice deanship consists of the following departments: 

• Housing management 

• Grant management 

• Nutrition management 

The Vice Dean of Student Affairs in the Women's Colleges 

The vice deanship consists of the following departments: 

• Student services management 

• The locker unit– public relations unit 

• Princess Jawaher Hall supervision unit 

The Vice Dean of Student Affairs on the University Campus 

The vice deanship consists of the following departments: 

• Managing extra-curricular activities 

• Student clubs 

• Student services 

• Student housing 

 

 

 
 
 

Issuing Student ID’s: 
 

• student affairs is responsible for Issuing students IDs after they are officially 



 

 

accepted and after finishing all registration procedure from the website 

http://www.uod.edu.sa.  

• The student must bring a recent photo for her ID card which must always be worn  

on campus and during exams. Losing the ID card will result in paying 50 Riyals 

fine deposited into the Students Fund. The student must deposit the money 

herself into NCB account number: IBAN: 05230550000110 

 

• The deposit slip must be handed over to the employee in charge of 

ID.  

• Students are not allowed to pay in cash. 

 

Housing: 
 

Student affairs is responsible for  student  housing  according  to  the  university 

housing policy and regulations. 

 

Responsibilities of Housing Dept. 
 

- Supervises housing accommodation units 
 

- Following up the service problems 
 

-Create the best means of comfort for students 
 

-Following up the janitorial works inside the student housing accommodation with 

the concerned department. 

http://www.uod.edu.sa/


 

 

Students Fund: 
 

This treasurer is responsible for providing loans to students who are not financially 

stable by giving them loans starting from the second year. These loans are offered 

in the form of Jarir Bookstore instalment plans or renting lockers for an annual fee 

of 100 Riyals. The student must deposit the money herself into NCB account 

number: 

IBAN: 05230550000110 
 

The deposit slip must be handed over to the employee in charge. 

Students are not allowed to hand in cash to the employee. 

Student Lockers: 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Catering:  

The Catering Department supervises the university main restaurant and other 

cafeterias inside the university campus. The department is also responsible for 

completion of contracting formalities with the catering contractors who will provide 

food services to the male and female students in the university campuses after 

meeting the prescribed health conditions. 

The catering department comprises qualified food management and health cadres 
 

who follow up and supervise the provision of food services inside the university.  
 
 
 

Department Duties: 
 

 

§    Supervises the procedures for start of catering 

contracts. 
 

§    Supervises the preparation, cooking and serving of food 

meals. 
 

§    Supervises and follows up the health aspects of foods 

services. 
 

§    Ensure that all served food is safe and 

clean. 
 

§  Supervises selling of food coupons for the student according to the prescribed 

financial policies. 

§  Participates in preparation of foods and meals for parties and courses organized 

by the deanship of student affairs and other university department. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

List of restaurants and coffee shops in the female campus 

(Rakkah) : 

 

AL-Naoura Rest. Building 700 

Building 65 

Building 45 

Viola Café Building 900 

Building 750 

Solene Café Building 350 

Building 650 

Kasbon café Building 300 

ابداع انا مطعم  Building 300 

Danial café Building 25 

الشام  روابي اطاللة مطعم  

 
Building 45 

Arabia café Building 45 

Boulevard café Building 600 

Dunkin’ Donuts Outside yard of 

building 5 

55كانتين مقهى  Building 55 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Work-Study Programs and PTA (Prepaid Tickets Advice) 
 

Students can be given an opportunity to work per hour starting from the second 

year. Priority will be given to those enrolled in student activities or dorm students. 

A student can be paid per hour for two consecutive months each semester. As for 

PTA, it is given to abroad students after filling the application form. 

Investment Unit 
 



 

 

Students Fund has opened an investment unit aiming at improving the financial 

status of students by adding and improving services like cafeterias and stationery 

shops: 

§    Al-Shugeiry Stationery available in colleges of Nursing, Medicine, Design,  

and 
 

Applied Studies and Community Service. 
 

§    Al-Shugeiry Stationery provides academic and non-academic 

books. 

§  The Mini market in the Applied Studies and Community Service College. The 

unit is looking forward to opening more and more services for students. 
 

 
 

Scholarships 
 

The scholarship and international students department at the University of 

Dammam was established to supervise the scholarships and provide necessary 

welfare for foreign students. The council of ministers issued its decision No. 94 

dated 29/03/1431 H organizing the regulations of non-Saudi students admitted in 

the higher education institutions in Saudi Arabia. The decision was circulated 

among all Saudi universities regarding the welfare of scholarships students in the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

Benefits of Scholarship Students: 
 

§  Health care for the student and family dependents if they are recruited to live 

with him in Saudi Arabia similar to the health care provided to the Saudi 

citizens. 

§    Provided with a two- month bursary upon arrival in Saudi 

Arabia. 
 

§    Provided with a three-month bursary upon graduation for shipment of his 

books. 
 

§    The benefits availed by his Saudi students colleagues in the 

university 
 



 

 

§  Provided with a low-rate food meals. The council of the university will determine 

the amount per meal to be paid by the scholarship student. 
 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Student Activities 

 

These activities aim at providing a solid ground for students to promote their 

developing needs whether on the cultural level or on the social one. These activities 

include:  

• Organizing ceremonies and lectures  

• Supervising student clubs  

• Coordinating field trips and student contests and competitions.  

 

 Students who are interested in joining the activities can be paid per hour. They 

will be able to communicate online with students, Deanships and different colleges 

to receive suggestions that will, in turn, remove any obstacle on the students’ 

pathway which is our ultimate objective. 

 

Student clubs:  

 

University Level Nursing college Level 

Heart spiring club 9onaa'a club Tamredhna Ata'a club – Female 
(عطاء تمريضنا نادي)  

Awraq reading club Riyada (leadership) 

club 

Tender artery club – Male 
(العطاء شريان نادي)  

Awoon voluntary club Tele club  

Tatweer club Sports club  



 

 

 
 

••••  •• 
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Directory 
 

College Administration 
 

 
E- Mails Cell 

 

Phone 

 Nationality  Academic 

Degree 
 

 

Name  
 

SN  

eaalateeq@uod.edu.sa 0560906101 Saudi Dean Elham  Al   - 

Ateeq 
1.  

mhqahtani@ud.edu.sa 0546777163 Saudi Vice Dean Mohamed H. 

Al     - 

Quahtany 

2.  

saalmahmoud@ud.edu.sa 550505521 Saudi Vice Dean of 

Academic affair 

Sana  Al 

Mahmoud 
3.  

mmalmadani@ud.edu.sa 504990495 Saudi Vice Dean of 

Quality and 

Development 

Maha 

Mohamed Al - 

Madani 

4.  

 mhegazi@uod.edu.sa 0503833040 Saudi Nurse 

Consultant 

Mohamed 

M.  Hegazy 

5.  

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Distribution of the College’s Staff by Specialty  

   Obstetric & Gynecologic of Nursing Unit  

   E- Mails  Cell Phone  Nationality  Academic 

Degree 
  

Name 
 SN  

  
aaashmauey@ ud.edu.sa 

 
501642977 

Egyptian Associate 

Professor 

 
Asma Ashmawy 

1.  

 
 

ermohamed@ud.edu.sa 
 

569066316 
Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

 

Eman Rashad Ahmed 
2.  

 
 

salshamandy@ud.edu.sa 
 

508210503 
Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

 

Sahar Shamandy 
3.  

 
 

mmalmadani@ud.edu.sa 
 

504990495 
Saudi Assistant 

Professor 

Maha   Mohamed   Al   - 

Madani 

4.  

  
 

508210503 
Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

 

Sana Ghareeb Ahmed 
5.  

 aahaithm@ud.edu.sa - Saudi Lecture Areej   Abdlghany   Al   - 6.  
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 E- Mails Cell 
 

Phone 

 Nationality  Academic 

Degree 
 

 

Name  
 

SN  

 

    Haiathem  

 567674329 Jordanian Lecture Wafaa Feda 7. 

habugurain@ud.edu.sa 556178995 Saudi Lecture Hanan Abu- Qurain 8. 

mgrhman@ud.ude.sa 567814117 Egyptian Lecture Mona Gamal Al- Deen 9. 

hdevagayam @UD.EDU.SA 548068947 Indian Lecture Helen Patricia 10. 

 

dhajeri@ ud.edu.sa 
 

561955895 
Saudi Clinical 

Instructor 

 

Dana Al - Hajri 
11. 

 

halyahya @UD.EDU.SA 
 

505324167 
Saudi Clinical 

Instructor 

 

Hajr Al - Yehia 
12. 

agalotiaby@ud.edu.sa 0503854904 Saudi Demonstrator Areej Al - Otaibi 13. 

saalhareb @UD.EDU.SA - Saudi Demonstrator Sahar Al - Ghareeb 14. 

faalnas @UD.EDU.SA 541272644 Saudi Demonstrator Fatimah Al- Nas 15. 

malshamri@ud.edu.sa 507359899 Saudi Demonstrator Maha Al - Shemary 16. 

 

 
Fundamentals of Nursing Department 

 

Mervat Adham  co-ordinator  of the  Department 
 

maghaleb@ud.edu.sa 
 

501642950 

 
E- Mails Cell  Phone Nationality Academic 

Degree 

S 

Name 
N

 

 
 

haalshnawie @UD.EDU.SA 
 
565390523 

Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

1. 
Sahar Metwaly 

 
btaleb@ud.edu.sa 

 
569000947 

 
Saudi 

 
Lecturer 

 
Badria Al - Taleb  2. 

 

 
rjose @UD.EDU.SA 

 

 
544779127 

 
Indian 

 
Clinical 

Instructor 

 

3. 
Reshmy Goze 

 

 
skambal @UD.EDU.SA 

 

 
551657625 

 
Sudanese 

 
Clinical 

Instructor 

 

4. 
Samia Mahgoub 

 
-  502107713 

 
Egyptian 

 
Clinical 

Instructor 

 

5. 
Salwa Al - Hosaree 

 

 
-  544630646 

 
Jordanian 

 
Clinical 

Instructor 

 

6. 
Safaa Aqel 
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- 2015 

 

 
 

book, 2014 

 

 
 

dent Hand 

 

 
 

College of Nursing, Stu 

 

raalotaibi@ud.edu.sa 500699107 Saudi Lecturer Reza Al - Otaibi 7.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Medical – Surgical Nursing 

 
co-ordinator  of the  Department 

maghaleb@ud.edu.sa 

501642950 

 

E- Mails  Cell  Phone  Nationality  Academic 

Degree 

 
Name 

 S 

N 
 

       

maghaleb@ud.edu.sa 
 

501642950 
 

Egyptian 
Assistant 

Professor 

 

Mervat Gahleb 
1.  

 

fmokabel@ud.edu.sa 
 

569701601 
Egyptian Associate 

Professor 

 

Fatma M.  Mokabel 
2.  

 

aaibrahim@ud.edu.sa 
 

562867664 
Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

 

Abeer Abdalatey 
3.  

 

haalshnawie@ud.edu.sa 
 

534228214 
Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

Hened  Al  - 

Shenaweey 
4.  

mkdoniey@ud.edu.sa 533362438 Filipino Lecturer Mari cress 5.  

mmabdelltif@ud.ude.sa 594318389 Egyptian Lecturer Mona Abdullatif 6.  

mapacatang @ud.edu.sa 533326178 Filipino Lecturer May 7.  
 

Jtkuzhikottayil@ud.edu.sa 
 

507686881 
Indian Clinical 

Instructor 

 

Jessie Tomas 
8.  

sfalrashidy @UD.EDU.SA 509009411 Saudi Demonstrator Seham Al - Rashedy 9.  
 

 
Critical Care Nursing 

 

Amina Hemida Salem  Head of the  Unit 

 
 

E- Mails 
 

Cell  Phone 
 

Nationality 
Academic 

Degree 

SN 
Name 

 

 
aghatlas@ud.edu.sa 

 

 
554150693 

 
Egyptian 

 
Assistant 

Professor 

 

Amina  1. 

Hemida 

Salem 

 

 
rhmohamed@ud.edu.sa 

 

 
567368868 

 
Egyptian 

 

 
Assistant 

Professor 

 
Radwa  2. 

Hamdi 

Bakr 
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bfibrahim@ud.edu.sa 
 

560000864 
Jordanian  

Lecturer 
Bothina 

Fathi 
3.  

 

ahalsoyan@ud.edu.sa 
 

504445470 
Saudi  

Lecturer 
Afnan Al  - 

Swyan 
4.  

 

raalamri@ud.edu.sa 
 

503866847 
Saudi  

Lecturer 
Rana  Al   - 

Amri 
5.  

 

zalsabi@ud.edu.sa 
 

504995749 
Saudi  

Lecturer 
Zainab  Al 

- Sabaa 
6.  

suzette @UD.EDU.SA 533327416 Filipino Lecturer Sauté 7.  
 

sfshadfan @UD.EDU.SA 
 

543694196 
Jordanian  

Lecturer 
Shady 

Fakhry 
8.  

 

fkmobarak@ud.edu.sa 
 

2567105822 
Saudi  

Lecturer 
Fehaid   Al 

- Mubarak 
9.  

 

hmassoud@ud.edu.sa 
 

533322077 
Saudi  

Lecturer 
Heba 

Masoud 
10.  

 

- 
 

566079585 
Egyptian Clinical 

Instructor 

Zainab 

Shahein 

11.  

 

- 
 

557699630 
Jordanian Clinical 

Instructor 

Fedaa 

Menawer 
12.  

 

aalkalaf@ud.edu.sa 
 

- 
Saudi  

Lecturer 
Amel Al  - 

Qualaf 

13.  
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Pediatric of Nursing 

 
Magda Esawi Head of the  Unit 

 

E- Mails  Cell  Phone  Nationality  Academic 

Degree 
  

Name 
 SN  

 
messawy@ud.edu.sa 

 
550321179 

Egyptian Associate 

Professor 

 
Magda Asawi 

1.  

 

awelsayed@ud.edu.sa 
 

533595219 
Egyptian Associate 

Professor 

 

Awatif Alsyed 
2.  

 

amhussien@ ud.edu.sa 
 

0545699090 
Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

Ahlam 

Hussein 

3.  

 

labusalem@ud.edu.sa 
 

598250471 
Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

Lalia    Abu    - 

Salem 

4.  

 

hmelsayed@ud.edu.sa 
 

554773935 
Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

 

Hoda Nafee 
5.  

 

ksboboshet@ud.edu.sa 
 

506809075 
Saudi  

Lecturer 
Khulud   Bu    - 

Beshait 

6.  

 

shamid@ud.edu.sa 
 

- 
Saudi  

Lecturer 
Samaa 

Hamaad 

7.  

 

laldossari@ud.edu.sa 
 

551236779 
Saudi  

Lecturer 
Latifa  Al  - 

Dossary 

8.  

 

haalmulla@ud.edu.sa 
 

503949331 
Saudi  

Lecturer 
Heba  Al  - 

Mulla 

9.  

 

ialmomin@ud.edu.sa 
 

506816849 
Saudi  

Demonstrator 
Ebtihal   Al     - 

Moemen 

10.  

 

tmalshmari@ud.edu.sa 
 

504949983 
Saudi  

Lecturer 
Tahany   Al     - 

Shemary 

11.  

 

fmalsomaly@ud.edu.sa 
 

561259444 
Saudi  

Lecturer 
Fathia  Al  - 

Somaly 

12.  
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Psychiatric & Mental Health Nursing 

 
Alya Gamal Al – Deen Head of the  Unit 

 

   
 

E- Mails  
 

Cell  Phone  
 

Nationality  Academic 

Degree 
 

 

Name  SN  

  
agamaleldeen@ud.edu.sa 

 
507178848 

Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

Alya  Gamal 

Al - Deen 
1.  

 
 

olachine@ud.edu.sa 
 

564244070 
Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

 

Ola  Lasheine 
2.  

 
 

aaalshukat@ud.edu.sa 
 

0563147206 
Saudi Assistant 

Professor 

Amira    Al     - 

Shokan 
3.  

  
 

552656761 
Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

 

Nema Fouad 
4.  

 
 

nhali@ud.edu.sa 
 

542630161 
Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

 

Nehad Helmy 
5.  

 Esabdialhay@ud.edu.sa 543577748 Egyptian Lecturer Eman Sameh 6.  

 rjeasow@ud.edu.sa 545972037 Indian Lecturer Robein Jacob 7.  

 
 

falqahtani@ud.edu.sa 
 

553422298 
Saudi Clinical 

Instructor 

Fatma    Al     - 

Quhtany 

8.  

 
 

zalmauber@ud.edu.sa 
 

503829054 
Saudi  

Demonstrator 
Zahra  Al  - 

Moaber 

9.  

 
 

ngalotaibi@ud.edu.sa 
 

558566911 
Saudi  

Demonstrator 
Noura    Al     - 

Otaibi 
10.  

        

 
 

Nursing Education Department Alham 

Al Atek Chairman of the  Depart ment 

eaalateeq@uod.edu.sa 

 
0560906101 

 

 E- Mails  Cell  Phone  Nationality  Academic 

Degree 
  

Name 
 S 

N 
 

  
eaalateeq@uod.edu.sa 

 
0560906101 

Saudi Assistant 

Professor 
Alham  Al 

Atek 
1. 

 ksaber@ud.edu.sa 

 
569120663 Egyptian Assistant Kamelia 2.  
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   Professor Saber   
 

ealfaraj@ud.edu.sa 
 

553842223 
Saudi Assistant 

Professor 

Eshtiaq Al  - 

Farm 
3.  

 

saalmahmoud@ud.edu.sa 
 

550505521 
Saudi Assistant 

Professor 

Sana   Al     - 

Mahmoud 
4.  

 

msrdorgham@ud.edu.sa 
 

505312464 
Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

Shereen 

Dorgham 
5.  

 

nbassiowni@ud.edu.sa 
 

563570200 
Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

Nora 

Bassuni 
6.  

 
rnaldosari@ud.edu.sa 

 
- 

Saudi  
Lecturer 

Reem 

Nasser  Al   - 

Dossary 

7.  

lbreyes @UD.EDU.SA 533328306 Filipino Lecturer Lilibeth 8.  
 

- 
 

532732708 
Egyptian Clinical 

Instructor 

Ebtisam 

Tawfeeq 
9.  

 

- 
 

500974332  Clinical 

Instructor 

Asmaa    Al- 

Sayed 

10.  

 

emathew@ud.edu.sa 
 

541918938 
Indian Clinical 

Instructor 

Elizabeth 

Mathew 
11  

 

halqaser@ud.edu.sa 
 

509197490 
Saudi Clinical 

Instructor 

Haifaa  Al   - 

Quseer 

12  

 535222090 Saudi Demonstrator Adel Salem 13  
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Community Health Nursing Department 

Chairman of the  Department 

fmalqahtani@ud.edu.sa 

590420999 

 

 E- Mails  Cell  Phone  Nationality  Academic 

Degree 
 

 

Name  S 

N 
 

       

weldesouky@ud.edu.sa 
 

562062393 
Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

Wafaa  Al- 

Desouky 
1. 

 

sabourarab@ud.edu.sa 
 

508992594 
Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

 

Shadia Fouad 
2. 

 

hmghareab@UD.EDU.SA 
 

507665785 
Egyptian Associate 

Professor 

 

Hoda Ghareeb 
3. 

 

laawadh@ud.edu.sa 
 

546810208 
Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

 

Lamia Amin 
4. 

 

helebiary@ud.edu.sa 
 

533437626 
Egyptian Assistant 

Professor 

 

Hoda Elebiary 
5. 

 

fmalqahtani@ud.edu.sa 
 

590420999 
Saudi  

Ass. prof 
Ferial  Al  - 

Quahtany 
6. 

nsalsaleh@ud.edu.sa 555867043 Saudi Lecturer Naglaa Saleh 7. 

 

aoomar @UD.EDU.SA 
 

569167316 
Sudanese Clinical 

Instructor 

 

Amna Omar 
8. 
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